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Abstract

Cloud computing is one of the most flourishing technologies in today’s internet based world and the upcoming trend for the future. It has roughly been a decade of the development on this field. The first initiative had been taken by the world class companies like Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, Google etc. And in a matter of time the average companies, brands and enterprises has adopted this revolutionary technology by building their own cloud platform. One of the very recent technology of cloud is the serverless technology. Here the server side management is conducted by the cloud providers and the clients’ only need to deploy their codes once in the server. This system prevents a great deal of unessential consumption of power and is a Pay-as-you-go service. This technology has added a great impact on the software and application development. But the major obstacle to this development field is that there are not enough documentation on how the big companies provide this facility and how their architecture is build. However many developers can not decide suitable platform for their required application. Also documentation on privately built serverless architecture is not available. This can be done through massive documentation on comparison and evaluation on the existing cloud platforms on which the companies can run their own serverless applications and embrace the hybrid world. Therefore, our research purpose is to focus on the serverless architecture of the existing platforms. A comparative study with necessary measures can be effective and efficient to use for further serverless implementation. So, we and others can follow our research for understanding the technical complexity. We will emphasize on the actual characteristics of serverless throughout our work. Furthermore, our goal is to come up with effective analogy on how different serverless platforms behaves in different Use cases.
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The next list describes several symbols & abbreviation that will be later used within the body of the document

AWS Amazon AWS Cloud Service

Azure Microsoft Azure

FaaS Function as a Service

GAE Google App Engine

GCE Google Compute Engine

GCF Google Cloud Function

GCP Google Cloud Platform

GCR Google Cloud Run

GKE Google Kubernetes Engine

IaaS Infrastructure as a Service

PaaS Platform as a Service

SaaS Software as a Service
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background Study

In the advancement of modern age we are now more driven in the data centric technology in our day to day activities. We prefer more of a predictive world and expect more accuracy from the technologies than ever before. The more we dive into a data centric technology the more we require space, compatibility of hardware and security for our data. This act of demand has given birth to a new era of technology, that is the Cloud. Storage, server, compatibility, network, database, intelligence, sophisticated economy, scalability putting all this together creates a Cloud platform. The more we are advancing towards web based applications and online on demand services, the more small, private and independent companies or organizations are entering into the techno industry. In order to suffice the on demand need of the audiences, the companies need to provide a spontaneous service through their platform. For small or medium companies, it is unreasonable to own a Cloud server. Vendors can rent cloud properties from simple storage to database, networking, computation, processing power for machine learning, artificial intelligence to natural language processing and everything that does not require any hardware or physical presence close to the server. From the client side, they only need to subscribe to a Cloud provider for renting access and using the instances provided by the cloud providers and paying a usage or subscription charge for the service.

With the growth of the cloud service industry, there has been a lot of variety and new opportunities provided by the leading cloud providers. But for the lack of guidance and documentations of the versatile cloud dimension, potential customers often fails to see the optimal option for their desired application. As a result, the metaphor of the Cloud service remains hidden behind closed doors. Hence, we tried to deliver a comparison based study on the most demanding Public cloud provider namely Amazon Web Service, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure. Additionally we introduced a new comparison with the open source Fission serverless platform to enhance the paradigm of the study [17]. According to our study, we also have designed a serverless architecture. This study will guide the potential users to help choosing the right Cloud provider for their work.
1.2 Problem Description

Today’s Cloud platforms are providing numerous facilities and advancement in terms of compute, storage, mechanism, capabilities, pricing method, security system, data storage advancement and so on. The cloud computing features are upgrading and updating time to time, for which there are not much documentation on the updated facilities. Moreover, the advancement is too fast that potential users can not keep track with the growing industry [27]. For which, they are not able to understand which will be the better solution to choose. Even in cases, there is one provider who might be well efficient in Machine Learning computation but not well enough in back-end API management. There are such cases, which varies over providers to providers.

Most of the recent studies are focused on the theoretical comparison of the leading cloud servers but very few actually showed any practical implementation. For which, there is no way to understand which platform will perform better in what environment and data. Again, no research conducted any implementation on any kind of open source cloud platform. Therefore opportunities for development in open source platforms are not highlighted in most cases.

1.3 Aim of the study

Our work is to help developers to choose among the popular three cloud providers based on feature analysis. Our work will also guide them to choose between given two serverless use cases that we have showed in the practical experiment. This study also opens up new development opportunity for the new developers in an open source platform. Our serverless architecture can provide a powerful and event driven efficiency in terms of serverless computing.

1.4 Motivation

Cloud Platform is now a days the new fashion in techno industry. Companies are diving in this new wave of technology. But unfortunately, there are not much research done in this field. Big and small companies around the world have already shifted to this new platform. Our work will open up opportunities for new developers to choose their work space among the three chosen platforms and will also help them make new development.

Most of the new developers like us are mostly unaware of the technological advancement of serverless cloud computing. But as we studied through the features, components and applications that can be deployed through serverless, we have come to the conclusion that, serverless can be the next revolution in the technological industry. The young developers like ourselves should not lag behind from this revolution.

1.5 Contribution

In brief, following are our contribution with this paper:

1. We have provided a fair feature based comparison study between top three popular cloud provider.
2. We made comparison with this new open source platform Fission which has never been mentioned in any research work before. This will open a new paradigm in the serverless cloud computing.

3. We have designed a new serverless architecture prototype which is a futuristic architecture and will add a new illustration in serverless cloud computing.

1.6 Limitation of the study

We have conducted our work on only three public cloud provides and practically implemented only on two of them. Although there are some other public cloud providers who are very popular in the industry. There are a bunch of use cases for serverless, but we could only execute for two. That is because, the other services are paid ones and this is not favorable for students like us. As we are not provided any fund by any organizations.

For the world wide pandemic situation, we had to work remotely. We did not get access of our lab and server, where we needed a lot of resource. For which we could not implement some features of our design. Specially the proposed model of serverless, which needed access to our university server.

1.7 Overview of the Thesis

Our thesis work consists of seven chapters. Chapter One is for Introduction of our thesis work, Chapter Two is the literature review of previous work and related research, Chapter Thee consists of the necessary theoretical framework and their details, Chapter Four outlines the methodologies that we used for comparison analysis, Chapter Five show all the experimental setups that we needed to conduct out experiment, Chapter Fix consists of all the results and discussion of our experiment and finally Chapter Seven concludes our thesis work with the future opportunities that this study hold.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The study [22] presents the newest envision of cloud computing, the Serverless architecture based on Amazon Lambda and discussed a working principle of serverless computing. In this paper cloud computing is presented as an on demand compute power consumption process for both the web applications and IT resources. Serverless has the ability in enhancing the dispatch on provisioning resources while minimizing the client size management. This paper noted the increment of hyper scale data centers from 338 to 628 by 2021 which is about 53 percent of all existing data centers these days. Hyper scaling the data centers for faster, more reliable and automated systems is the current goal. Serverless computing has been signified as a pool of virtual machines which bestows resources such as hardware, software, OS, runtime environment. It provides the function as a service (FaaS), where developers can trigger their events through API and record actions. The author emphasized on light weight applications which are basically stateless applications that are trigger based. The paper discussed some use cases that are now shifting towards serverless for better performance. Such as multimedia processing which are now using event trigger computing for doing watermarking, transcoding, data fetch etc. The types of files that are processed here are text file, image and video. Then comes the broadcasting of live video, which harmonizes audio and video streams received from one end to another. The computation is done through function and delivered through Content Delivery Network (CDN). Thirdly the Iot data, received form various digital devices, processed through event based computer architecture and finally carried to other nodes of data storages. Lastly, the shared delivery process, an event based proclamation advertises notifications of the owner company to the nearest outlet. One Lambda function appended with an AWS EC2 instance is triggered that creates a snapshot, proclamation of the success of the instance creation. Lastly they talked about the Deviceless Edge Computing, that is the non cloud leading serverless system.

The research [25] presented an architecture in their paper that conducts an experiment that identifies the problems of stateful microservices of serverless in terms of kubernetes and proposed a solution that will use a state controller to enrich kubernetes for the state replication and automation of the application towards a healthy node or entity. This operation undergoes secondary label management. Their proposed solution has increased the recovery time upto 55-99%. Here, microservices basically defines the serverless functions while kubernetes is a local host platform.
and an orchestration tool for deploying private serverless functions through containers. Stateless microservices are often considered the most suitable for deployment and replication as they do not preserve state and can be interchanged among the pods or instances. But this is not the case for stateful microservices as the state cannot be elastrated without synchronization. This research work has illustrated their survey on finding the limit of resource in Kubernetes for stateful microservice and the effect of state controller for stateful microservice. They have deployed a stateful microservice with stateful set controller and deployment controller. They have achieved automatic redirection of applications towards healthy instances for stateful microservices with a significantly lesser amount of time and they have figured that the redirection of pods takes lesser time then restarting of a pod.

The author in his paper[1] evaluated AWS and Microsoft Azure, which are two of the most popular cloud systems. They concentrated their research on three key cloud features: storage, cloud type, and computing service supplied and they compared these features in depth. They presented their findings in a table containing all of the elements listed, as well as some user case studies and recommendations. They came to the conclusion that Amazon RDS is paid on a per-use basis. The deployment technique used in here is standard.

Author conducted a study in which they compared AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Rackspace [3]. They concentrated their comparison on the price and performance of these platforms. They showed cost-benefit analysis on small, medium, and large computations using memory and CPU. From their analysis they revealed that AWS had the superior cost plans in case of small and medium scale computing, while Microsoft is less costly in case of big scale computing. Rackspace was determined to be more expensive across all three situations. They considered AWS as more cost effective solution.

Author Aljamal conducted a survey on the high performance computing (HPC) of four prominent cloud platforms, including Microsoft Azure, Amazon, Google, and Oracle [12]. To assist consumers of HPC apps, they analyzed the services on offer as well as the comparative benefits of each of the selected cloud platforms. Cloud-based high-performance computing (HPC) is one of most popular study topic. It’s a low-cost solution for performing high performance computing and eliminates the need for a dedicated cluster. They included feature like migration tools, developer tools, and management tools for comparison. This research revealed that while not all cloud platforms may meet consumers’ requirements, the majority of them offer a wide range of services and amenities to maintain and entice new and existing consumers. According to popularity and market share, Microsoft and Microsoft has more popularity and user rather than any other provider.

Author Dutta [19] investigated the top three most popular cloud platforms, which were AWS, Microsoft, and Google. Their research concentrated on the storage, computation, and management features that these platforms offered. Before picking the finest Cloud Service Provider, a firm should define its particular requirements with context to IaaS, SaaS & PaaS. According to their findings, even if AWS has a larger market share, it would be incorrect to believe it provides the better services because
Microsoft and Google are increasing their facilities.

In this study author Dordevic compared two popular cloud computing systems, Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services based on the computing performance and service of both platforms. Ubuntu Linux Server 14.04 LTS 64-bit on same virtual machine is used for performing the test based on researcher’s specified parameters which included price per hour, CPU cores, disk space, and RAM [2]. The findings of their compression indicated that both systems are relatively equivalent in terms of performance. If only CPU and storage space are considered, Microsoft Azure gives tiny advantage over AWS.

Serverless technology is quite a new practice in the modern era and the development of the work has not yet spread with the developers. And the topic we have chosen to work with is a completely new serverless platform. First off, containers were introduced to intact the necessary requirement to run an application and bundle them up for easy portability among domains. Then to give it a form in the cloud sector and to overcome its shortcomings, developers introduced serverless architecture which took part in the wider range of business administrations. It has been only about five years in this field and there is very little research so far recorded. Therefore, we lack resources while doing research in this field and more importantly container based serverless systems have not been introduced widely before. Therefore our research is comparatively new. Yet we have analyzed some documents in the serverless and container basics to understand more details of the architecture.

Serverless computing is rising as a new and incredible paradigm for the arrangement of cloud applications because of the recent shift of enterprise application architectures to containers and micro services. More precisely, the State of the Cloud 2018 report shows a very impressive growth rate of serverless, picking up to 667 percent. This means that the expanding consideration that serverless architecture has gathered in industry expos, meetups, web journals, and the developer community. Containerization evolved resource-sharing further through OS-level virtualization [14]. Containerization is a standard unit of software that packages up code and all dependencies. Containers hold all the components that configure the actual code, the runtime engine and dependencies packaged in a software unit which is called docker and this is necessary to run a specific software program and a minimal subset of an OS.

Virtualization and Containerization introduced provisioning speeds and efficiencies but further improvements are limited by the management of underlying infrastructural components, in this case, servers. Reference [6] defines serverless computing as “a software architecture where an application is decomposed into ‘triggers’ (events) and ‘actions’ (functions), and there is a platform that provides a seamless hosting and execution environment.” Serverless processing visualizes a model of figuring whereby successfully all assets are pooled including hardware, operating systems and runtime environments. In serverless architecture simplified programing models are used by engineers for building cloud applications that abstract away most. It brings down the expense of sending cloud code by charging for execution time as opposed to asset assignment and a stage for quickly conveying little bits of cloud
code that reacts to events.

From the point of view of a cloud supplier, there is an extra chance to control the whole advancement stack, diminish operational expenses by efficient improvement and the board of cloud assets by using serverless architecture. This architecture supports the utilization of extra administrations in their environment, and lowers the exertion required to create and oversee cloud-scale applications.

**Characteristics:** There are a number of characteristics of serverless architecture:

- **Cost:** Typically, in serverless functions users are allowed to pay for the time and resources used by them. How much every time you are utilizing that much amount of money you have to pay that is why people thought that serverless architecture was the best fit. This is a key benefit of serverless architecture.

- **Programming languages:** Serverless services support a so many programming languages including Javascript, Java, Python, Go, C# and Swift. Most platforms support more than one programming language.

- **Deployment:** Developers just need to provide a file with the function source code.

- **Security and accounting:** This is multi-occupant and must hide the execution of capacities among clients. Serverless function give detail about what user have to pay

- **Performance and limits:** In serverless architecture limits can be set. Limit depends on the runtime resource requirements of serverless code, maximum memory and available CPU resources. Limits and performance are increased or decreased depending on the user’s need.

**Benefits:** Application developers need to think about the cost of codes in Serverless architecture. User and service provider both are benefited by the serverless paradigm. Developers no need to think about managing servers and VMs and no need to pay more. For providers it’s easy to get control over the software stack by using a stateless programming model. Provider can transparently deliver security patches and optimize the platform.

In another paper of microservice based architecture, the authors tried to make a new architecture which assures the availability of state-full microservices and identifies problems. Here they mentioned that micro-service availability is high in Stateless microservices but in State-full it is different [22]. That is why they use Kubernetes with a State Controller which replicated and automatic service redirection to the healthy entries through the management of secondary labels. Here they also compared the Default configuration of Kubernetes with the other architectures for availability perspective such as OpenSAF. In the containerization concept the microservices mainly focuses on the IOT based systems which are Stateless, whereas the containers are isolated. That means the containers are separated from each other. So for this process it needs to deploy and manage by orchestration platform. Which handle the deployment, scaling and management of the applications. In this containerization concept availability is a non-functional and very important things. But
in Docker it is not that much reliable as for cloud computing availability is a must needed thing. For this problem Kubernetes make it better by increasing the availability 55% to 99%. For this here OpenSAF middleware is used for implementation Availability Management Framework. They also observed that the node failure handling is improved by changing the Kubernetes configuration parameters to 22% better.

In the paper, there is analysis on a container based serverless architecture and how docker can be best suited for the system. Serverless features are nothing but wholesome of some IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and this can be provisioned through the virtual machines in the traditional cloud system. But for the easy portability and compatibility of the Docker images, Dockers are more suited for this application. Amazon also offers their CMP as a service and this makes it easier to explore [15]. The AWS Lambda also provisions the trigger functions executed in the runtime through the container like lambdas depending on the requests. The AWS Lambda process is less complex processing and a large sum of parallelism is being used in the processing. But the execution of a general application is a little difficult in this case. But with the image processing and Docker Hub support the difficulty can be minimized in the serverless platform. The cost reduction and response time of AWS Lambda has been recorded to be 70% better than the other approaches in the serverless and by introducing the high throughput computing programming model the parallel paradigm can be emerged to a larger scale. Docker image can bring this new paradigm.
Chapter 3

Theoretical Framework

3.1 Basics of Cloud Computing

Our field of research is based on cloud computing. Thus, we present the study of Cloud Computing from the very scratch.

3.1.1 Definition

Cloud is a kind of infrastructure containing heavy high end servers for storage which requires a heavy cooling system. Also for operating the inner system and hardware maintenance, it requires experienced developers and engineers in both hardware and software. Leading cloud vendors in present time are Amazon web service (AWS), Google cloud, Microsoft Azure, IBM and the rest large organizations have their own cloud server such as facebook, youtube, tweeter etc. Cloud platforms have become so popular in our daily life that people in general don’t even know when they are using it and for how long they are spending time on it. Our regular activities for instance email, dropbox and drive, social activity, online applications starting from grocery to share market, business and every other possible things are all created based on some kind of cloud platform. With this advancement, the small startups and personal web applications become more handy. More developers are motivated to work on new business ideas and design new forms of service applications. The cloud platform therefore was getting more popular until it reached a new prototype. This has become so handy for the advancement of some big cloud companies to lease their servers and services to the other seeking companies. Cloud is an open source paradigm which is available for anyone who wants to build their own private or public cloud and use it. In this way a company can ensure more security and reduce any third-party involvement in their sensitive data and the process has become more secure.

3.1.2 Cloud Services

The traditional cloud services falls upon two categories of cloud services: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS). After many developments in cloud service, there came this Function as a service (FaaS) which basically is the base service provided in the serverless architecture. This is the upgraded version of Platform as a service and provides a whole new
dimension to cloud computing. Here are the cloud services described below:

**Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)**: The most basic type of cloud service is infrastructure as a service. This is the idea of virtualized compute space where clients need not think about hardware resources as the cloud provider will provide a virtual work environment which will act as a physical machine. Companies or organizations only need to subscribe for the number of Virtual cloud workspaces with their specification and thus the cost is reduced to minimum. Security, scalability, reliability, database management all these features are managed by the cloud providers.

**Software as a service (SaaS)**: This is another type of cloud service that provides access to software that is used in a wider range but needs to be maintained centrally or some that need a lot of access over time. Cloud providers offer this kind of applications using privilege with a subscription charge or pay as you go basis. This helps the organizations and specially business by no provisioning of data synchronization or software maintenance.

**Platform as a service (PaaS)**: In this category of service, both infrastructure and software service are provided to the client, that is a working environment is provided. Clients can manipulate it by making their own applications and deploying it by using these resources. It provides a platform where clients can both enjoy the cloud services and also work their way out. Load balancing and scalability are automated, so the end users need not think about that.

**Function as a service (FaaS)**: FaaS provides services like PaaS but instead of a wider work space, it gives a trigger based service which adds a whole new layer in the PaaS. It provides an segregated workspace where developers are unaware of the computing platform and everything except for the code. This infrastructure is built upon containers in most cases. The code or application is deployed through forms of functions which are mostly stateless and type of the functions are microservice based applications. The block events are triggered into the system and are only activated when the function triggers. The service only charges for the amount of resources used and the time of execution.

### 3.1.3 Cloud Deployment type

Based on the purpose of the operation, type and range of application, security patch required for the application and many other features like this, Cloud computing is divided into four major types of service. All of these have different features and are defined to achieve different purposes from the system. The types of cloud deployment and their pros and cons are described below:

**Public Cloud**: Public cloud has a wide range spread across general purpose computing and it provides both Software as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). It is offered by Amazon, Google Cloud and Microsoft. For software development and test cases, public clouds are often used. After verification, those software are moved into other cloud platforms. The space availability in the public cloud is unlimited.
The billing process follows pay as you go theory which includes IT and development cost as well. As public cloud spreads a vast area in the internet world, the scalability is also very simple and quick. As it can merge with other available clouds to handle outbound traffic. Security patches are not as strong in public clouds than that of public or other cloud platforms. The system management and operating systems are all under control of the service provider. Therefore it is difficult to change in the default set ups and apply personalized systems, environment and Operating system. The secret credentials and datas are often shared with one or many third parties outside of the organization. This makes the security even more vulnerable.

**Private Cloud:** These are pre-purchased cloud platforms owned by a single organization. The availability scale is not as huge as private cloud but it is very strict and well maintained. Only authorized customers can use the private cloud. Apart from the authorized users, access is restricted for any one else. These clouds are usually dedicated to significant companies and the company can do whatever they want within the cloud. Security is very strictly maintained in private clouds and secret credentials and data are not accessible without authentication. As there is no outsider involvement in this platform, companies can modify, change, share or move their data however they want to. They can arrange and customize their data and application of their choice. No security risk unlike public cloud. But as the association is limited within single company ownership, the owners have to carry all the costs for hardware and software and are responsible for both maintenance. And for scalability, private cloud is not as flexible as private cloud because not having the versatility. For load balancing or scaling, more servers and hardware needs to be added. Private clouds are protected with firewalls.

**Hybrid Cloud:** This is the mixture of both the public and private cloud. To facilitate customers with both opportunity and to minimize the lakings of private cloud, this hybrid platform was built. It has the scalability of public cloud and security advantages of private cloud together. Hybrid clouds are broadly being used by Data mining companies, who work with sophisticated and sensitive data. The credentials are securely kept in a private cloud and are delivered secretly to the private cloud when needed. Serverless functions run more like a hybrid cloud platform. It is cost effective and also firewall protected [11]. Has versatility in data management and offers a great deal and resources in data manipulation.

**Community Cloud:** This type of infrastructures are not so common as these are used by companies with similar infrastructural backgrounds. It is a type of private cloud with public cloud functions. The users preferences are similar about the security and management, as the users might reside in the same field or expertise. The security management is done privately and the functions run publicly but within the community and not outside that. Thus transection with public cloud and community cloud is easy. The cost of community cloud is carried out by the companies and it is reasonable when companies share them. But when few collaborators share one community cloud, it brings security threads for the valuable datas. And also scalability can be a problem as the cloud is not so large to accommodate big change in the traffic.
3.2 Basics of Serverless Architecture

Serverless is a service provided by the cloud platforms, which is basically Function as a Service, the newest invention in the field of cloud computing. The whole service is described in sections below.

3.2.1 About Serverless

Serverless runtime as it is called was first introduced in 2014 with some prominent significance in cloud technology. The norm of serverless is not about reducing or eliminating servers rather it comprehends that you need to think of servers less. Unlike traditional technology, serverless does not require operating systems or servers to maintain, easy and efficient scalability, high availability with no specialized infrastructure, fault tolerance, no ideal capacity needs to be specified rather you pay for the period that your code runs in the system. For these features the use of serverless architecture has widened among the developers and mostly in the small startup software application developers. Usually the execution time is being calculated in milliseconds.

3.2.2 Definition

Serverless is an event driven architecture and with its extraordinary elasticity it can serve a high performance of computing. It helps developers to focus more on the development of the application and less on the server maintenance. One of the very famous serverless architectures is Amazon Lambda, first introduced in November 2014, which helps its clients to compute services without managing or provisioning any server side management. Most of the applications these days are developed in this platform as it is offering high performance, availability and very much cost reduction. But at the same time, for highly sensitive data, having a third-party involvement can make the security more vulnerable.

The concept of serverless architecture first arrived from the ideology of Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) but with some major changes to provide the best fit system which focuses on decreasing the cost and increasing efficiency. The model servers the purpose of deployment of code in the cloud by only charging for the time the code is executed rather than the code allocation memory and so. Also, the services offer an ecosystem that makes it easier for the development of the services as well as the scalability and operational cost. Serverless optimizes the operational cost by provisioning the resources and by giving the authority of fault tolerance, monitoring, scalability, and maintenance directly to the cloud providers, which makes it easier for the cloud providers to use the service without much hassle. Although the infrastructure is quite similar to that of the Platform as a service (PaaS) but here the developers get the privilege of using the prepackaged application and are not restricted to write arbitrary codes. This use of deploying functions in serverless is the ideology of Function as a service (FaaS). This adds a new paradigm in the serverless platform by writing microservices and some famous providers of the cloud also make those microservices available as open source [9]. Thus the developers only need to worry about the deployment and execution of the codes or services and provisioning the virtual machines or hardware. The developers also have control over the codes they deploy which must be in the stateless form but they need not worry about the
scalability of fault tolerance. The users will only be charged for the time being when
the codes are executed in the server.

This paradigm of serverless has been evaluated form many theories and concepts
from the past to its current state. There are similarities between Mobile Backend as
a Service (MBaaS) and Parse Cloud Code of Facebook with the concept of server-
less. Software as a service (SaaS) may have the functionality of executing server-side
applications but it has limitations over the application domain. The codes in SaaS
are invoked through API calls which have a similar feature like serverless.

3.2.3 Serverless Components

To architecture the serverless some constraints need to be present there, which are
the cost-efficiency, auto scalability, and fault tolerance. The services need to be
directed and redirected according to the workload. Events are stored in the event
queues and based on the availability of the queue. Based on the capacity of the
status, other events are triggered. The status of the queue invokes the arrival of
the events by scheduling their execution, assigning, and managing the events and
also retrieving the resources when the functions are done with execution. Also, the
profound cloud providers provide the flexibility of using any language, because they
create a basic structure for the functions and it provides a framework where any
code is composed to a docker and that is invoked via an API and as long as the
language supports this, it is good to do go. Some programming modes are such that
it executes a dictionary in terms of an input dictionary which allows the platform to
trigger events. There may not be any state between the executions of the functions,
which increases the scalability. The framework logically groups the functions which
save more time and make the system efficient while deploying and updating. While
the function workload and control over operation and cost function defines the likely
use of serverless.

There are always some advantages and drawbacks to the platform. The developer
side advantage is that they no longer need to take the hassle of maintaining the
VMs and containers, provisioning the servers, managing the platforms, etc. and
only focus on the codes and services. This is all because the cloud developers are
offering the basic computational building block of a distributed system as well as
the security patch along with a stateless programming model. But there are also
some disadvantages for both the client and cloud providers, which is sometimes
the structure is too abstract for the client developers and that may not support
various new versions and may fail to achieve the proper application mechanism for
implementing their function which will meet the capacity of the platform.

3.3 Container & Virtual Machine

The concept of container and virtual machine was the pre-requisite of this work.
Without the knowledge of this two, the research work on this field is impossible. As
we have worked on docker container and VM in our pre-thesis (II) elaborately and
in this paper, we have worked in advance level with these concepts. Therefore, we
have given a brief idea about container and virtual machine in this section.

**Container:** Containers have been shown to be a viable lightweight technique for virtualizing programs, particularly for handling cloud-based applications. A docker container is a standard unit of software that is lightweight, independent, packages up code, files, system libraries, tools and all other required things to run desired application so that the application can be moved from one computing environment to another [29]. Without the use of virtual machines, containers rely on virtual isolation to install and run programs that access a shared operating system kernel.

**Virtual Machine:** When a virtual environment that functions similarly to a computer within a computer this is called a virtual machine (VM). Virtual machines (VMs) are made feasible by virtualization technology. It operates on a separate partition of the host computer, with its own CPU, RAM, operating system (such as Windows, Linux, or macOS), and other resources. The real machine is referred to as the host, while the virtual machines that operate on it are referred to as guests. Hypervisor is the name of software which manages this operation from the host to guest. Hypervisor also used to virtualize and distribute host resources.

### 3.4 Kubernetes

While visualizing a private serverless we have encountered Kubernetes, which is an orchestration tool for containers or microservices that enhances the scope of managing the stateless and stateless serverless applications. The platform of Kubernetes is open source and is an infrastructure like any other serverless platform. Kubernetes was developed by google which consists of the property of autoscaling, elasticity, auto restart, replication of clusters with a zero downtime.

- The advantage of using Kubernetes is that it gives an easy load balancing paradigm by distributing traffic.
- Display of cluster containers is done using IP address or DNS name.
- Automatically escalates to different kinds of storage systems as per need.
- It makes it easier to do automatic switches between actions like deleting containers, cloning, creating new, and shifting data and resources to a new cluster when an existing cluster is being damaged or destroyed.
- Designing container clusters with desired RAM and CPU is done with no hassle.
- Kubernetes provides a Secret field for storing sensitive information such as password, SSH key etc. in the configuration file without exposing it.

The architecture of Kubernetes in figure: 3.1 is built with some components. We give a brief description of those components.
Figure 3.1: Structural Architecture of Kubernetes
**Pods:** A pod is one or more containers enclosed with instructions over a specific application and it’s configuration such as resources, storage, variable components, status, network ID etc. Pods are the application container that basically carries out the function that needs to be deployed. Pods are no static entities, thus they may not contain physical ID and can be destroyed when the application processing is being done [24].

**Service:** Service serves as a set of pods that are logically set to perform as a gateway to the other pod instances so that they can communicate with the service without bothering the physical identity of the pod.

**Volume:** Volume preserves the data of the pods outside of the kubernetes cluster and it is an extension from the cluster. If any pod gets restarted or destroyed, the datas is being sent to the local machine or remote cluster that is the volume.

**Namespace:** It is a virtual grouping of the clusters which itself is another cluster. Based on different criterias and operation objectives, namespaces are being made with a number of specific pods. One namespace can not use resources from another namespace. They are anomalous to each other.

**Deployment:** This manages the replication of pods as per need. If there are less number of pods than required then it will create new by replication. And if the replicas are more than the required, then it will delete the extra.

The orchestration model is divided into two components: master node and slave node. This is to follow a client and server modeling. Master node is the controller node for managing the cluster while slave nodes are the working nodes. The master node components are described as follows:

**Etcd:** This is the cluster that stores information of all other clusters and nodes, such as namespace, changes in cluster, state of the clusters, pods created in each cluster etc. It also notifies the cluster on configuration change through API requests.

**Kube-API server:** This communicates with the Etcd cluster and does the central management of all the processes that requests for cluster relocation, pod modification, service discovery, change configuration etc. It monitors the data storage agreement of the pods that are being deployed.

**Kube control manager:** This synchronizes the controller management process with the credence of any primitive cloud service. All node management such as request query, set up route, load balancing, illustration or node transmission to new state are controlled by this component.

**Kube scheduler:** Scheduler allocates and schedules pods in different nodes by doing a comparison study on the operational precondition of the pods. This benefits in terms of maximum utilization of the resources. The scheduler is called every time there is a status change in the pod requirements and it needs to be relocated or if any new pod joins the cluster.
Following are the worker node components in brief:

**Kubelet:** This component takes care of the status of a pod and notifies the master node about it. It monitors if the pods and containers are stable and are operating in the described configuration.

**Kube proxy:** It works on host subnetting on each worker node so that the correct request reaches the correct pod from the vast network.

**Kubectl:** It is a command line tool for communicating with the Kube-API server and calls upon the master node through API call.

**Helm:** Helm is Kubernetes packet manager. Helm maintains the YAML mainfestes of kubernetes requests. It is equivalent to apt or yum. With Helm installed, we can install ready softwares like MySQL, MongoDB and use it in our application. Helm chart is like a packaged application for the clusters we create in kubernetes.

**Minikube:** One of the most common forms of Kubernetes for local hosts is Minikube. The features of Kubernetes are difficult for starter or regular cloud developers as it requires resources, time consuming and has version variation. In order to smoothen this experience, minikube was developed which basically runs the same kubernetes cluster in a local host with more efficiency and less time complexity for a deployment is required. It helps developers to test their application first hand before deploying it globally. Like Kubernetes, minikube has the same components such as Pods, Service, Master node, Worker node and requires kubectl for cluster communication. We have worked with minikube in our thesis.

### 3.5 Fission

Fission is a framework of Kubernetes that created a platform for running serverless functions on a larger scale. Fission is open source and is suitable for running in any cloud platform be it Kubernetes, local host or any other public, private or hybrid cloud. It helps to manage serverless functions with any language and runtime and helps scaling the application. All the management of kubernetes are auto handled by Fission and pre-built containers are provided, so no need to worry about provisioning. It provides a function as a service for kubernetes in figure: 3.2.

The framework runs on top of kubernetes and facilitates the faster convergence of deployment of functions while also featuring all the advantages of serverless. The function calls are HTTP trigger based.

Following are some use cases of fission:

**Event driven system:** Fission can identify different events based on the characteristics of activity and thus can execute the required function.

**Augmentation of web applications:** Fission expands base web applications while keeping the original application intact. The deployment is automated.
Backend management: With Fission platform, it is easier to build API backend for web applications for mobile or any operating system as there is no hassle of managing the kubernetes components. Only the functions need to be mapped in the HTTP route.

Edge data processing: With Fission it is easier to fetch and filter data. Normalizing data for various uses and storage is important which can be done easily through Fission.

Mainframe function modernize: The expansion of mainframe applications that may benefit the conversion of data or convert resource type so that the mainframe is upgraded, these all can be done easily through Fission.

3.6 Amazon AWS

Amazon AWS service is one of the leading cloud architectures available. As a serverless architecture AWS Lambda provides the opportunity to deploy stateless microservices without having to worry about managing or provisioning the code. The server side management for a microservice such as administration of server and resource, scalability, elasticity, operating system provisioning, language environment, security etc all services are managed by the cloud provider. Lambda provides a platform where clients need not to worry about the serverside and only need to focus on the part of the code. The functions will only be executed when they are triggered and will consume the state only for the time being when the execution is being proceeded. Furthermore, the billing of the service will only depend on the amount of time and resources that will be consumed during the execution, which is in other hand called Pay-as-you-go service.

Aws lambda supports multiple programming languages through a runtime environment. The supported languages and versions are Node.js10, 12, 14, Python 2.7, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, Ruby 2.5, 2.7, Java 8, 11, Go 1.x, .Net Core2.1, 3.1 with specific runtime
environment for each language. When a version of any language reaches the end of life in any certain time while the security updates for that version are no longer available for the runtime, as per the runtime support policy of lambda, the runtime of that version is then deprecated. Which states, lambda will no longer provision nor give security support, update, technical support to that version while only the existing functions can be updated. And after about a month or so, lambda prohibits the use and creation of any function that uses the runtime. Only the existing function created earlier with that runtime can be used as events. For container image, defined as functions in Lambda can appoint any runtime environment and linux distribution while the container is being created. When a lambda function is being invoked, the system strives to use any previous runtime environment that had been used earlier for limiler kind of function. This reduces the execution cost by saving resources, connectivity with the database and execution time. In figure: 3.3 the architecture is shown.

Aws lambda is a serverless compute service which allows users to run application code without having to manage EC2 instances. AWS will thereby take the responsibility and administration of maintaining the EC2 instance for the client. AWS charges the computer power per 100 ms of use only for the compute power when a lambda function is in use in addition to the number of times any function runs.

There are four steps in deploying a lambda function. First the function code needs to be uploaded in the lambda or needs to be written within the code code editor provided by lambda. The language options are Node.js, Java, C#, Python, Go, PowerShell and Ruby. Next the lambda function needs to be configured to execute upon the right trigger from any supported event source [26]. After that, if the trigger initiates successfully, the lambda function will run and will use the compute power as mentioned. While this execution is in process, AWS will record the compute time in milliseconds and the quantity of lambda function running time which determines the cost of the service. AWS also shows a statistic of the Lambda function with respect to the running time, CPU usage, trigger, errors and success rate and other parameters in various scales.

The components of AWS lambda are as follows:

**Lambda function:** The lambda function is compiled of the code that the user wants to trigger. This allows the user to deploy their code through triggers without provisioning any server maintenance. It is simple to deploy functions in lambda which can be done through any language or container, that will be zipped and uploaded. And according to the resource allocation, lambda will automatically allocate the function in the compute space. Also the scaling and triggers will be done automatically.

**EC2 instances:** EC2 instance refers to the Elasticity feature of Amazon web service that provides scalability to AWS Lambda by resizing the compute capacity of the cloud. This whole process with computing resources and configuring capacity is provided for the users to use without having to worry about the rest. EC2 also offers a cloud platform with the availability of choosing the storage system, operating system, processor, network and other latest features. AWS provides 400 Gbps of ethernet networking with the availability of AMD, supports macOS, Intel and Arm-based processors with workload for graphics, powerful GPU instances
for ML training, SAP, HPC and many more. About 400 EC2 instances are provided.

**S3 Bucket:** This virtual bucket is like a file container, where one can store files, remove files etc. which is going to be triggered by the lambda function. The type of files that needs input to be given for showing an output requires S3 bucket for them to carry this to the function. Such files are image and video files, database and so on. Once the file is uploaded, then the handler function triggers the function as it contains the details of the event. Then the lambda collects the input from the bucket and processes the file for an output.

**Elastic Block Storage:** EBS is the block storage area of the data that contains an independence and existence away from the instances. This is a virtual data storage that stores the data which can be fetched even after the instance is destroyed. This component is mainly used when there needs to be data storage, raw storage or file storage. There can be an API network connected to the EBS if necessary. Therefore it can be attached and used with an ongoing running lambda EC2 instance [28].

**IAM role:** IAM role provides an IAM identity that administers an instance with an AWS identity if attached to it. But instead of giving a permanent and unique security credential, it conducts with a temporary security credential for managing role sessions. Therefore, anyone with the role key can use it when needed and so the sessions are conducted in such. The roles can be created when there is a demand and can be designed to however users are allowed to use it. Users may need to access the resources and sharing keys within the instance will bring leakage to security. With the IAM role, one can create, manage, change and delete roles within the application.

**Event source:** Event sources are AWS lambda services that are used to invoke the lambda function when the event occurs. This is kind of a configuration mapping for the lambda function. Some regular event sources of AWS are: Amazon API gateway, DynamoDB streams, CloudWatch event, CloudWatch log, Event bridge, S3, SNS, Amazon Kinesis data streams, SQS and Amazon Step function.

![Figure 3.3: Structural Architecture of Amazon AWS](image)
**Downstream resources:** These are the resources that are required during the execution of the code.

**Log streams:** This helps in the troubleshooting and identity issues with the sequence of lambda events when triggered. Now we know that in AWS the event source is a service that produces the event that the lambda function responds to by invoking. The event sources can be of 2 types, poll or push based. Poll based services are the ones that look for specific events associated with the function and invoke them when it can find a match. The Push based services are the ones that push a model event that is required to invoke the lambda function. In order to link the event source with the lambda function, the source mapping configuration is used.

### 3.7 Google Cloud Platform

Google introduced Google cloud platform (GCP) in 2011. GCP designed and developed by Google To provide cloud service on the same world class infrastructure and that is used by google for its product. Google is a tech giant which has most advanced computer technology. GCP is becoming more popular to developers for its infrastructure that is highly scalable and dependable. Developer can easily build, test, deploy, and monitor application by using these infrastructure in google cloud platform. Google provide highly efficient server energy efficient data center, industry level efficiency. Google Cloud gives unlimited access to user of data from any computer with a web browser. These hardware advancement helps Google to reduce the cost on operation and which is beneficial for customer to save the cost. Customer has to pay bill for computational processes depending on the amount of time spent computing by the customer. The architecture is shown in figure: 3.4. This is the main reason of being less expensive provider rather than other cloud providers for GCP, so aBeside hardware advancement Google has added some cloud services. These services include Compute Engine, App engine, Container Engine, Kubernetes engine, Cloud Storage, Data store, BigQuery, Google API, etc..

**Google Compute Engine (GCE):** Compute Engine is an infrastructure as-a-service (IaaS) product [5]. Developer can launch scalable and high performance virtual machine by using it. Also developer can create and run specialized architecture having feature like load balancing and auto scaling. Developer use it to deploy a Docker container host and deploy containers.

**Google App Engine (GAE):** App Engine is mainly a platform as a service product. Developer can easily build and run web-scale, autoscaling applications by using google framework and a comprehensive collection of libraries. So without the need for costly database acquisition and maintenance since the database is maintained by Google. That’s why App engine is becoming developer friendly and also targeted to developer [20]. The objective of GAE development is to boost the online presence by allowing several users create apps for the web. It does not charge anything to get started, charges are made based on the use of storage and bandwidth by a user at an affordable price range.
Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE): Kubernetes is the industry’s most popular and most advanced container orchestration platform which is developed by google. Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) provides a managed environment for deploying, managing, and scaling your containerized applications using Google infrastructure. The GKE environment consists of multiple machines (specifically, Compute Engine instances) grouped together to form a cluster [30]. Developers use GKE for the management of Container Orchestrator which helps to develop, manage and scaling of microservice-based containerized applications. It’s a fully automated container orchestration which deploys, manages application and monitors the status of deployed applications and clusters with features like node auto-scaling, upgrading, repairing by using the Kubernetes APIs and commands. Google Kubernetes Engine in figure 3.5 consists of a cluster that has at least one master and multiple worker machines known as nodes. The orchestration of the Kubernetes system runs with the help of master and node machines.

Google Cloud Run (GCR): Google Cloud Run is a stateless container runtime service which helps users to run and execute highly scalable containerized applications. Its serverless, flexible, and straightforward. Auto-scaling is another feature of cloud run. To deploy our containerized applications to Cloud Run, all we need to do is point Cloud Run to our Docker image and Cloud Run will pull the image and run it. When more resources are required, Cloud Run can automatically scale the execution of applications. GCR is user friendly because it’s simple and easy to deploy stateless applications. Cloud run is serverless, so it doesn’t need any management effort. Which is one of the most powerful characteristics of cloud run. No language barrier and pricing model are key features of Cloud run. Cloud run allows any language and it also offers pay-per-use for services. By using Cloud run, developers can develop and deploy any public or private microservices.

Google Cloud Function (GCF): Cloud function is a function as a service. GCF
allows developer to write code in their preferred language (JavaScript, Python, and Go are supported) and deploy it in the cloud. By using GCF, creating infrastructure as code and developing event-driven serverless cloud platforms is very much easy for its user. GCF helps developer to deploy their code with zero server management. There are no servers to manage, upgrade, or provision. Scale automatically dependent on the load. GCF has a developer friendly Environment which makes developer experience simple and their efficiency better. It’s a pay as you go service so user only billed for function execution time. Hybrid and multi-cloud systems require key networking features which is one of the key feature of GCF [30].

**Google APIs**: Applications can consume both Cloud Platform product APIs (for example Google Storage) and Google products APIs (for example Google Maps). This book includes an example of using the Translate API to translate content among 90 pairs of human languages.

### 3.8 Microsoft Azure

Microsoft azure is one of the industry leading cloud provider. Microsoft launched azure in 2010 to provide cloud service. Azure provide all kinds of tools and platforms to developer for developing, operating, and executing web applications. High performance, flexibility, and low service cost are main feature of Azure. Microsoft Windows Azure is built on Windows Server and allowed to use all identical service, software and feature of platform.

**Compute**: This feature allows the development and implementation of applications and services on the Windows Azure platform. By using Windows Server foundation,
Figure 3.6: Components of Microsoft Azure
Azure computing service develop and executes application. Developers can utilize Visual Studio for executing application and technologies including PHP, ASP.NET are also available [16]. Web roles is used for implementing web-based programs, the Worker Role is intended to allow user to execute a wide range of code, and virtual machines for migrating programs from Windows servers to Azure shown in figure: 3.6.

Storage: To store any amounts of data for an extended period of time is allowed by the Azure Storage. Blobs, table and queues are the three form of storage. Blobs(Binary Large Object) are often used for storing the large amount of data which are not organized and binary items. Tables enable programs to operate in fine-grained order. Tables enable programs to operate in an orderly fashion. Queues enable web-based applications to communicate with user-implemented code by interacting between web role and worker role.

SQL Azure: It provides storage capabilities equivalent to Amazon S3. It allows relational queries to be performed against data in storage that can be organized, semi-organized, or disorganized, enabling users to connect in a variety of ways such as ADO.NET, PHP, and Open Database Connectivity [20].

FABRIC CONTROLLER: Fabric controller works as kernel of the Azure operating system. By provisioning, storing, delivering, monitoring, it manages servers, VMs. Fabric controller also coordinates the development of Microsoft Windows Azure application.
Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1 Goal of Analysis

We have selected some features from the analysis of different cloud computing and their complexity. Some of the features were from the facts that we faced upon doing practical work in the selected framework. And some of them were extracted from the analysis that we made of the cloud features. All of them affect the whole paradigm of a framework in terms of different technological perspectives. Our study is not about finding the best and worst of the platforms, instead, we are trying to find an analogy of different features to understand what kind of application will be suited in which platform. For differences in application and environment, different platforms of cloud will act differently. That is why we wanted to bring all three of them under a fair scale and compare the features thereby. We have done this through theoretical analysis of the features and practical implementation of the cases. Our goal of this paper is to regulate a comparison study among the Cloud service providers to have a deeper knowledge of those paradigms. This comparison will further help us with development of serverless platforms on a private scale. We have reached on the following:

- Theoretical comparison of the existing Cloud platforms in terms of serverless infrastructure, it’s components and performance. Those are AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Provider (GCP) and Microsoft Azure.
- Implementation of different cloud services and its complexity measurement.
- Implementation of some serverless use cases in AWS Lambda, GCP and their performance comparison.
- Implementing the same use cases in Fission and recording the differences.

We have used the following platforms for hour experiment. Cloud platforms for feature comparison: Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Microsoft Azure. Cloud Platforms for Practical experiment: Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Fission.
4.2 Selected comparative cloud features

In this section, we have proposed the following features of cloud computing which features a cloud platform and can define the performance of the working complexity. Following are the features:

1. **Cloud Service**: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) are the main three service models of cloud computing. Which service mode is provided by the selected cloud platform will be shown by this feature. Some cloud platforms offer their users all three service models.

2. **Cloud Storage**: Storing users data is very important for any cloud provider. Users need easy access to their data from anywhere on any device. It plays a significant role in choosing any cloud provider.

3. **Security factor**: Security measurement of different cloud platforms provides security to the client’s private credentials and data security within the cluster. Security instances of a cloud platform, also regulates the data traffic, controls the role and follows the event description.

4. **Language variation**: All programming languages are not supported in every cloud platform. This will depict the programming languages supported by cloud platforms. From many different programming languages which may be useful to developers in any platform.

5. **Virtualization Technique**: Virtual machine is virtualization of a computer system which will provide functionality like a computer in a computer. Based on computer architecture, virtual machines allow two or more operating systems on a single machine. It is a commonly used idea in cloud computing to save energy and power on physical hardware [23].

6. **Implementation complexity**: Different cloud platforms work differently in terms of implementation of the functions. Also specific clouds act differently in terms of different languages.

7. **User Interface**: The variety of interfaces that varies for developers and end users for different applications are noticeable for different cloud platforms. The variation can come from database, web application, API etc.

8. **Container Orchestration**: Container Orchestration is an important factor for any cloud provider. Such as Kubernetes is a container orchestration platform designed by google. It is used for developing and managing containerized applications in various cloud platforms [13].

9. **Networking service**: Different cloud providers support different types of networking service. Networking service is the one main factor for choosing a cloud platform. A lot of other aspects are directly related to the networking service.

10. **Database Support**: Different cloud providers support different types of databases. This provides support for handling different kind of database such as relational, SQL, No SQL, Data warehouse, in-built memory cache [17].
11. **Pricing methodology:** The pricing methods of all cloud platforms are pretty much the same, as all of the methods are based on pay as you go. That is the customer only needs to pay for the amount of resource they have used for what specific time frame.

12. **Load balancing and scaling:** Serverless provides an extensive scaling based on the traffic load. Clients do not need to provision load balancing and scaling. This management is done within the internal processing.

13. **Backend logic processing:** Each serverless platform works on a unit logic process that orchestrates and manages the events and requests. For different cloud platforms, the logical units varies. Based on the serverless application it creates workspace clusters, and integrates the events into it. The main process proceeds with the function invocation.

14. **Concurrent execution:** Concurrent Execution refers to the number of execution, executed over a unit period of time. This is a measuring standard in the serverless cloud platforms that defines the time of per application execution and thus defines how faster the serverless applications are executed over different platforms [7]. It is measured for different cloud platforms in standard unit.

15. **Server Distribution:** These three cloud providers have a number of servers around the world. Depending on the demand on the computing platform, servers being distributed in regions. The subdivision of regions are the zones. One noticeable thing is that, the closer to the server a client can be, the faster convergence and data traffic they will get. The cloud and networking distributions are therefore provided based on the closest region.

### 4.3 Comparative feature for Program Execution

Aws, GCP and Azure are the industry leading public cloud service provider. Developer can easily develop and execute the application easily. Cloud providers offers specific amount of CPU, memory for executing any program. For the infrastructure and other features, computing efficiency and memory usage can be different for different cloud platform. Practical comparison study between popular cloud platforms is very important for any developer in spite of providing various kind of features. Based on this comparison, developer can easily choose any platform for executing application. So practical comparison has great importance. The conducted practical comparison study based on the following two parameters:

1. Programme Execution Time
2. Memory Usage

1. **Programme Execution Time:** Computation time is very important for executing any programme. Based on computation efficiency execution time can be different. Some application needs to be executed in least execution time. Sometimes Least computation time can be developer’s main requirement. So based on execution time comparison developer can choose appropriate cloud platform. For
conducted the comparison study, we chose to run Recursive function and Image processing programme. We ran the Fibonacci programme on AWS, GCP and Fission successfully. After that, we executed image processing programme on AWS and GCP.

2. Memory Usage: Calculating memory for executing any programme in cloud platform is most essential feature for conducting any comparison study. For less memory usage, developer can get better productivity and system can use memory for more efficient system distribution. Ram Test can help any developer to consider any platform before choosing. So, we conduct Ram Test for Recursive function and Image processing programme on AWS and GCP.

Fission platform: Fission is an open source Kubernetes native serverless framework. Although this is an open source platform and not a public cloud, still there is a big room for development in fission. We could not find any dedicated development work in fission as the platform is very latest. No paper has been published under this framework neither any research work or comparison study has been conducted upon this platform. Fission exposes a whole new dimension for local host users, where they can provision their code without having much knowledge of Kubernetes. The function construction time in Fission are very impressive, without even having resources like the on demand cloud platforms.

Although it is offering such platform for serverless work, yet the infrastructure is still very fragile. We faced many difficulties while provisioning it and making comparison with other works. As fission works in the Command Line Interface and does not have a visual console or dashboard. Therefore, bringing out execution results were quite challenging.

4.4 Proposed Model

We design a performance-oriented serverless computing platform to study serverless implementation considerations. Our designed architecture comprises two segments: one is web services and another is a worker service. Web service will uncover the platform and finds accessible worker service via a messaging layer and worker service oversees and implements containers. We design a messaging layer to control the interaction among the web and worker service. Elasticity is one of the main factors which influences the performance of microservice deployed to serverless computing platforms. So for leveraging elastic serverless computing infrastructure for microservice hosting we use a cold queue and warm stack in messaging layers of our proposed architecture [10]. Execution request is done by the user and the webs server respond to the request and try to process a free container in the worker service to implement the execution request. Worker service can start a container when the worker has free memory for the container and the message in the cold queue represent the free memory of worker service.

In this process, some of the function containers are existing but which are not dealing with the execution request and the message of warm stack represents those existing containers. The worker service works based on the warm stack and cold queue. First of all, when a web service gets a new request from a user it lookup on the warm stack and tries to extract a message from a warm stack so that it could get
the information of those existing function containers [4]. If there is no message in a warm stack than the web service looks up on cold queue and tries to deque a message from the cold queue to know the current status of worker service to assign a new container to the function. If no message is found from the cold queue that means all the workers are occupied with running function containers. When both warm stack and cold queue is empty, that represent the unavailable container to execute the request and HTTP service unavailability will be sent by the system 4.1. Once any message is dequeued from cold queue, an HTTP request will be sent to worker service by web service to open a container which will execute the function. After the execution, the worker will return the output of that function to the web service. Container allocation management is an important fact for any microservice architecture.

Here, every worker service has contained a bunch of free memory to manage the function container. Every message of the cold queue has a unique identity. Each message has a specific amount of memory F Fig: Overview of our proposed model reservation in worker service. When a message is dequeued then a container is generated with a unique name that represents its unique identity and reserved memory of that particular container in worker service. For removing containers we follow two criteria. First of all, if any function is deleted, the work service will automatically remove that warm stack of function. As a result, worker service will also remove the container which was allocated for that function and retrieves memory. Secondly, if any container idles for a certain period of 20 minutes, that container will be removed and retrieves memory. For container orchestration we use Kubernetes which is developed by Kubernetes. Blob storage are used for storage. There is a concept of trigger based docker that we are going to use in our model such that we can extract the feature of serverless trigger based action to invoke a function just like serverless. We are going to put this whole thing in Kubernetes to orchestrate our container. This will give bring out the elasticity and scalability feature of our serverless platform. We use Linux based container because of its useful operation and support for serverless computing.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the Proposed Model of Serverless Architecture)
Chapter 5
Experimental Setup

For our analysis of features and practical experiment of the serverless use cases, we have worked with some renowned cloud platforms. All the necessary steps and codes from setting up this platforms and implementing the features are distributed in the Appendix: A part. Following are the short description to those platforms:

5.1 Amazon Seb Service
Amazon AWS is one of the leading cloud architectures available. AWS Lambda is the serverless platform of Amazon. Amazon launched Amazon Web Service in 2006 and it is enriched with resources. Lambda is a trigger based Function as a Service (FaaS), which is executed based on trigger events. In order to use the serverless feature of AWS we had to set up the components such as Lambda, Ec2 instance, S3 Bucket, Elastic block storage, IAM role, Event source, Downstream resources, Log streams etc.

5.2 Google Cloud Platform
Google introduced Google cloud platform (GCP) in 2011. GCP designed and developed by Google to provide cloud service on the same world class infrastructure and that is used by google for its product. Developer can easily build, test, deploy, and monitor application by using this infrastructure in google cloud platform. Google provide highly efficient server energy efficient data centre, industry level efficiency. Google Cloud gives unlimited access to user of data from any computer with a web browser. Compute Engine, App engine, Container Engine, Kubernetes engine, Cloud run, Cloud function, Storage, Data store, BigQuery, Google API, etc. were the products that we had to setup for using the serverless feature in GCP.

5.3 Microsoft Azure
Microsoft azure is one of the industry leading cloud provider. Microsoft launched Azure in 2010 to provide cloud service. Azure provides all kinds of tools and platforms to developer for developing, operating, and executing web applications. High performance, flexibility, and low service cost are main feature of Azure. We implemented some of the services like Azure AI, Azure Analytics, AZURE Internet of
Things (IoT), Azure Storage, Azure DevOps, Azure Virtual Machines (VMs), Azure Container Service, Azure Content Delivery Network (CDN) etc.

5.4 Fission

Fission is a framework of Kubernetes that created a platform for running serverless functions on a larger scale. Fission is open source and is suitable for running in any cloud platform be it Kubernetes, local host or any other public, private or hybrid cloud. It helps to manage serverless functions with any language and runtime and helps scaling the application. All the management of kubernetes are auto handled by Fission and pre-built containers are provided, so no need to worry about provisioning. It provides a function as a service for kubernetes.

The framework runs on top of kubernetes and facilitates the faster convergence of deployment of functions while also featuring all the advantages of serverless. The function calls are HTTP trigger based.
Chapter 6

Experimental Results and Findings

6.1 Result of Feature Analysis

The different part of the result, feature analysis results and experimental results are shown in different sections below.

6.1.1 Comparative Study of the selected Features

Based on our implementation knowledge and research related to the selected Cloud providers, we have come up with a comparative study among the Cloud platforms. These leading Cloud platforms are vast in it’s service. Therefore, in this comparison study we have only focused on the serverless related features and services. Here, we made a detailed comparison study followed by a brief table of comparison for better understanding.

1. **Cloud Service:** This shows the type of cloud service are provided by the selected cloud platform for users.

   - **AWS:** Provides all three service types IAAS, PAAS, SAAS. It is well-known throughout the world for its excellent Infrastructure as a Service solution. Elastic Beanstalk used for PAAS service.
   - **GCP:** GCP also offers IAAS, PAAS, SAAS. App engines mostly provides platform as a service This distinguishes it from others provider. Gmail, drive are SAAS.
   - **Azure:** Offers all three service IAAS, PAAS, SAAS. Virtual machines, web hosting is IAAS. Email, calendars and Microsoft tools are SAAS

2. **Cloud Storage:** This explains the type of available storage service provided by the cloud service for the users.

   - **AWS:** AWS offers simple storage for big data storage, backup for storing data to users. Elastic block storage used for Nosql database, Rds. Snowmobile for database migration service, Snowball for redshift, Elastic filw system for dynamodb. Storage gateway for elastic cache.
• **GCP**: allows user with many options for storage like Cloud storage for cloud SQL, persistent disk for cloud Bigtable, Transfer appliance for cloud Spanner, Transfer service for cloud datastore.

• **Azure**: Provides various options for simple storage Blob storage for SQL database, Queue storage for database for MySQL, File storage for PostgreSQL, Disk storage for data warehouse, Data lake store for Cosmos DB, data factory, table storage.

3. **Security factor**: Here are the security factors, used in the cloud platforms that we have selected, to secure the users credentials on private data.

• **AWS**: For the management for securing service and resource access, Amazon uses IAM Security (Amazon identity and access management). Cloud WatchDog monitors the cloud health on demand system. Unauthenticated traffic is secured by AWS security Hub. In serverless Lambda architecture, AWS GuardDuty is used for managing security threats. Application analysis and threat detection is done by AWS Inspector. DDoS attacks are handled through AWS shields. CloudHSM for protecting key value credentials. Protection Firewall for the resources management is done by AWS Firewall management. Private key protection is done by AWS Key management service. Apart from all this, AWS provides security service in all aspects for security client data and privacy [21]. Some other services dedicated for internal and external resources are AWS Cognito, AWS directory service, AWS network firewall etc.

• **GCP**: Google Binary Authorization is a security product that manages the verification of container deployment in the Kubernetes engine. Cloud Asset Inventory does all the inventory management, monitors and analyzes inventory and produces real time notifications on changes. Cloud Data Loss Prevention prevents unauthorized data from trafficking, insects sensitive data and covers them from any harm. Cloud Key Management manages the encrypted keys and exports them securely to the requirement. Firewalls are used to safeguard the entire Google platform. Some of the other security products are Secret manager, Shield VMs, Identity aware proxy, Identity platform and so on.

• **Azure**: Azure has a number of security service products such as Azure Information Protection for secure sensitive data which are exposed outside the organization. Azure DDoS Protection to manage security threats. Application Gateway to protect from common application threats by building firewalls. Key Vault to protect cryptographic security keys that are used in the cloud platform. Apart from all this, there are Security Center, Microsoft Azure Attestation and Microsoft Azure Confidential Ledger.

4. **Language Variation**: This depicts the programming languages that are supported by the cloud platforms that have been chosen for a developer.

• **AWS**: It works with any language. This distinguishes AWS as a standout for developers.

• **GCP**: It supports .Net, Go, Java, Node.js, PHP, Python, Ruby.
• **Azure:** It supports C#, Java, Python, PHP, JavaScript.

5. **Virtualization Technique:** This depicts the virtualization process possible in the cloud platforms chosen.

- **AWS:** Amazon Elastic compute uses Kernel-based Virtual machine (KVM).
- **GCP:** Google compute engine uses Kernel-based Virtual machine (KVM).
- **Azure:** To construct a virtual computer, the Hyper-V hypervisor is used.

6. **Implementation complexity:** There are different implementation techniques for different platforms with different complexity levels.

- **AWS:** Lambda acts differently in terms of environment and language. Serverless functions are needed to be deployed directly in the console and cannot be edited on the web. In the case of Java, deployment of functions needs to be done within a project. The project will consist of dependencies, and the serverless code. The project will be a jar file of a zip file. The project will be uploaded as a serverless function. Also, the deployment can be done through container images. AWS lambda supports a variety of languages and environments.

- **GCP:** Google Cloud supports a number of languages but less than AWS lambda. All the language code can be deployed in the console and also codes can be edited in the console. GCP also supports container images.

- **Azure:** Serverless function deployment in Azure is very different from the other two platforms. Although Azure supports a number of languages, any serverless function in any language needs to be deployed through an app in Azure. An app consists of dependencies, code, and is edited with Microsoft Visual Studio, Microsoft Visual Studio code, or any other IDE. In Microsoft Visual codes, we need to install some plugins for instance: Azure functions. Then the app is directly uploaded in the console.

7. **User Interface:** Different Cloud platform offering different Graphical User Interface (GUI) for customer flexibility. Customer comfort and flexibility solely depend on the customer demand.

- **AWS:** Provides a web console, which shows all the variety of Amazon applications, customers can choose among them. Accessible from any smart device. Serverless functions have different sections, that is Lambda, where there are different kinds of deployment methods provided in different environments and languages. The GUI is pretty much used friendly specially for beginners. Amazon has a lot of official documentation, although the development is going through a constant change. Lambda UI is faster than GCP as the deployment and processing does not take a longer time.

- **GCP:** It provides a web-based user interface through application program interface (API) console. Google provides the Google function for deploying serverless functions. The UI is a bit more scattered than AWS and Azure as one needs to discover a lot of variants before in the console.
Documentations are provided in the console but the overall GUI is not user friendly for beginners. Deployment and processing in GCP takes comparatively longer time.

- **Azure:** The console is a web based interface through application program interface (API) console. For serverless functions the name of the service is called Function App. The GUI is very much user friendly but deployment of serverless functions is very different from AWS and GCP.

8. **Container Orchestration:** This shows various container Orchestration service provided by different cloud platform.

- **AWS:** Amazon lambda platform is built upon containers as a serverless platform. EC2 container service and Kubernetes(EKS) provides container service.
- **GCP:** Google cloud platform is structured from Kubernetes platform, this gives an orchestration platform with the docker container. Kubernetes engine, Container engine used for container service.
- **Azure:** Azure infrastructure is built with basic containerization. Uses Container Service.

9. **Networking Service:** It shows the different networking service provided by the different cloud platform.

- **AWS:** uses Virtual private cloud used for isolated and private cloud networking, Route 53 for manage DNS, Cloud front for content delivery, API Gateway for cross premises connectivity, Elastic load balancing for Load balancing configuration.
- **GCP:** uses Virtual private cloud used for isolated and private cloud networking, Google cloud DNS for manage DNS, Cloud interconnect and Cloud CDN for content delivery, Cloud VPN for cross premises connectivity, Cloud load balancing for Load balancing configuration.
- **Azure:** uses Virtual network used for isolated and private cloud networking, Azure DNS, Traffic manager for manage DNS, Content delivery network for content delivery, VPN gateway for cross premises connectivity, Load balancer and application Gateway for Load balancing configuration.

10. **Database Support:** This describes the types of database choices made available to a user by the specified cloud platforms. It is typically divided into two types: relational databases and non-relational databases.

- **AWS:** Users may access a variety of databases, including Aurora, RDS, Elastic Cache, Dynamo DB, Neptune, Redshift and Database migration system.
- **GCP:** GCP provides Cloud SQL, Cloud Spanner, Cloud Datastore and Cloud Bigtable which supports SQL and NOSQL.
- **Azure:** Users may access databases that are mainly SQL-compatible, such as SQL, MySQL, PostreSQL, Data Warehouse, Table, and CosmoDB.
11. **Pricing methodology:** This describes the pricing technique of the different platforms. Pricing is based on subscription charge, usage charge, software and storage charge etc.

- **AWS:** AWS provides a number of services for free. One can use an account from any email and the 1st trial of one year is free for new users but not for all instances. For example: Only Ubuntu EC2 instances are free but other EC2 instances will be charged. Their pricing methodology is based on pay per use. The application is ideal until there is a trigger calling the event. The billing process is based on per millisecond.

- **GCP:** GCP pricing methodology is also pay as you go. GCP provides a 300$ credit for 90days trial for new users. Within this credit, one can use any feature. GCP charges for use per millisecond.

- **Azure:** Microsoft Azure provides a free trial version for students only if they hold a microsoft student account or email id. For free trial they provide a 100$ credit for year time, and any service can be credited from there. The pricing is pay as you go per millisecond.

12. **Load balancing and scaling:** Load balancing and scaling is a major component in serverless architecture. The methodology is described here.

- **AWS:** Lambda has an elastic load balancing with an automatic load balancing methodology. Application Load Balancer (ALBs) supports the incoming and outgoing traffic and function configuration management of AWS lambda. The management of requests from clients are managed with an HTTPS request by ALBs.

- **GCP:** GCP uses instance grouping for load balancing. Google Cloud Load Balancer (GCLB) is the distributed system of google cloud which manages the cloud load balancers. It does not require warm ups and can handle upto 1million cloud requests in each second. There is another distributer system for Google Cloud network balancing and distribution that is Maglev.

- **Azure:** Azure follows an automatic load balancing system for it’s traffic. For traffic balancing and management Azure uses Traffic Manager. There are other two types of load balancer in Azure that are Azure Load Balancer (ALB) and Internal Load Balancer (ILB) for managing internal loads for both inbound and outbound traffic. Azure load balancer is a layer4, TCP and UDP application with lower latency and higher throughput [8].

13. **Backend logic processing:** This section states what logical base are there platforms structured upon.

- **AWS:** The backend logic that integrates events in AWS lambda is the Lambda function. The backend logic is hosted in lambda when the function is being invoked.

- **GCP:** Cloud Function is the backend logical process for Google cloud services as it interacts with the necessary components like real time processing, database etc. for function deployment.
• **Azure:** Azure Event Grid initiates invocation for serverless function data processing and event handling. It manages the logical workflow for deploying a serverless function.

14. **Concurrent Execution:** The different execution time of the cloud platforms are stated here.

- **AWS:** For AWS lambda the concurrent execution limit is 1000 parallel execution. Also the maximum execution time for a lambda function is 15 minutes/execution.
- **GCP:** Google Cloud can handle as many parallel executions for a cloud function. The concurrency of requests can be handled through Google Cloud Run by selecting the maximum scaling of concurrency in Google function.
- **Azure:** The concurrency on Azure is based on the app. The number is unlimited but downscaling or limiting concurrency is possible in Azure through Event Hub service.

15. **Server Distribution:** The geographical distribution of the regions for data-center distributions are as follows.

- **AWS:** Aws is the 1st cloud provider among these three platforms, therefore it is spread in a wide range of the graphical region. There are 25 regions with 80 zones throughout the globe. Later in 2020 they announced 25 more regions and 18 zones available in Asia, United Arab Emirates and some parts of the United Kingdom.
- **GCP:** Although Google Cloud is the latest, it’s spread across the world is nothing less than Amazon cloud. The branches of Google cloud have reached 25 regions with over 76 zones. In 2020 they have proposed 7 more regions in North America, Doha and Las Vegas.
- **Azure:** The distribution of Azure is not well documented but they have a huge number of data centers. Azure more than 54 regions by 2018 and 16 more available.

### 6.1.2 Tabular form of comparison study

Here in table: 6.1 we have shown the tabular form of the comparison study conducted above:

### 6.2 Result of Practical Experiment

The results of practical implementations of the use cases, Backend API and Data processing are described in different sections below:

#### 6.2.1 Recursive Function execution comparison

We have considered one of the most commonly used use cases for complexity measurement of function that is recursive function. We have seen that the widely used
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AWS</th>
<th>GCP</th>
<th>Azure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Cloud Service</strong></td>
<td>IAAS, SAAS, PAAS</td>
<td>IAAS, SAAS, PAAS</td>
<td>IAAS, SAAS, PAAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Cloud Storage</strong></td>
<td>Elastic Block storage, simple storage, Elastic File System, Storage Gateway, Snowmobile, Snowball</td>
<td>Cloud storage, Persistent disk, Transfer appliance, Transfer service</td>
<td>Simple storage, Blob storage, Queue storage, File storage, Disk storage, Data lake storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Language variation</strong></td>
<td>All possible programming languages</td>
<td>.Net, go, Java, Python, Ruby, PHP</td>
<td>C#, Java, PHP, Python, JS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Virtualization Technique</strong></td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Hyper-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Implementation complexity</strong></td>
<td>Serverless function code, project, container image</td>
<td>Serverless function Code (Can be edited in console)</td>
<td>App, Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. User Interface</strong></td>
<td>Web based console</td>
<td>Web based API console</td>
<td>Web based API console</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Container orchestration</strong></td>
<td>EC2, EKS</td>
<td>Kubernetes engine, Container engine</td>
<td>Container service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
use cases of serverless functions are backend API which requires a lot of code complexity. For having a better idea on how these cloud platforms behave with the gradually increasing operational complexity, we have run a recursive function in AWS, GCP, Fission and collected data on execution time and memory usage. As a recursive function, we have used Fibonacci for this experiment, as this is one of the strongest recursive functions which has greater deviation with each increment of number.

**Fibonacci Execution:**
To have a fair comparison, we have taken all three platforms with the same configuration. For the Fission cluster that we have created by using minikube in our pc, it was configured with 2GB RAM, 2 core CPU from our host machine. Same configuration was customized in AWS and GCP for this experiment.

**Execution Time Comparison**
**AWS:** We run the Fibonacci programme on AWS. For numbers 30, 35, 38 and 40 we execute the programme successfully. Here we show the execution time for AWS in the Table 6.2.

**GCP:** We run the Fibonacci programme on GCP. For numbers 30, 35, 38 and 40 we execute the programme successfully. Here we show the execution time for GCP in the Table 6.3.

**Fission:** We run the Fibonacci programme on Fission. For numbers 30, 35, 38 we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AWS</th>
<th>GCP</th>
<th>Azure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Database Support</strong></td>
<td>Aurora, RDS, Elastic cache, Dynamo DB, Neptune, Redis, shift, Database migration system</td>
<td>Cloud SQL, Cloud Spanner, Cloud Bigtable</td>
<td>SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Data warehouse, CosmosDB, Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11. Pricing methodology</strong></td>
<td>Pay per use, free trial 12months for some instances</td>
<td>Pay per use, Free trial 3months with a credit of 300$</td>
<td>Pay per use, free trial for 12months with a credit of 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12. Load balancing and scaling</strong></td>
<td>Application Load Balancer (ALBs)</td>
<td>Google Cloud Load Balancer (GCLB), Maglev</td>
<td>Traffic Manager, Azure Load Balancer (ALB), Internal Load Balancer (ILB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13. Backend logic processing</strong></td>
<td>Lambda Function</td>
<td>Cloud Function</td>
<td>Azure Event Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14. Concurrent execution:</strong></td>
<td>1000 parallel execution</td>
<td>Unlimited parallel execution</td>
<td>Unlimited parallel execution per app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15. Server distribution</strong></td>
<td>25 regions 6 new available announced, 80 zones and 18 new available announced</td>
<td>25 regions, 76 zones</td>
<td>54 regions and 16 available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Feature comparison of Cloud platforms
TABLE 6.2: (AWS) Execution time for different Fibonacci numbers in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibonacci Number</th>
<th>Execution time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>324.29ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3539.54ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15096ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>39576ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

execute the programme successfully. But for Number 40 it couldn’t execute the programme. Here we show the execution time for Fission in the Table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibonacci Number</th>
<th>Execution time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>695.39ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4240ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>18300ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>46300ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6.3: (GCP) Execution time for different Fibonacci numbers in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibonacci Number</th>
<th>Execution time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>405.5ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4372.63ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>18404.68ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Could not run</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6.4: (Fission) Execution time for different Fibonacci numbers in

6.2.2 Image Processing Execution comparison

Another popular use case of serverless function is data processing, which is widely used in functions. To test this case, we have taken image processing function, as it is a perfect example of data pre-processing. Image processing deals with a lots of data at a time and affects both space and time complexity of a function. Therefore, we have chosen this as our test case.

We have run an image processing function that is converting color image to gray scale image in AWS and GCP platform. We have recorded significant differences in the execution time and memory utilization of this two platform.

**Color to gray scale image:**

For both platform, we have selected South Asia as regional server and Mumbai as zone. This is the closest server from our geographical region. As we now, this has
Figure 6.1: Execution Time Comparison between AWS, GCP, Fission
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Figure 6.2: Memory usage comparison between AWS and GCP
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a greater impact on the latency of accessing the function. The more server is away from the source, the less the latency is.

For this experiment for both the platform, we have chosen the configuration of 128mb of RAM.

**Execution Time Comparison**

**AWS:** We execute Image Processing using Numpy and OpenCV library. We also used BOTO3 library to get the image from Bucket. For executing these image processing, Maximum Duration is 3005 milliseconds, Minimum Duration is 2724 Milliseconds and Average duration for AWS is 2890 milliseconds.

**GCP:** We execute Image Processing using Numpy and OpenCV library. We also used Wand for reading the image, after reading the image we use Google cloud storage for accessing the image from Google bucket and we also used Google Cloud Version Library for completing the process. For completing 50% of process execution GCP took 16030milliseconds and for 95% it took 16570 milliseconds. For Total processing GCP took 16610 milliseconds.

![Execution Time Comparison](image.png)

Figure 6.3: Comparison Between AWS and GCP for Image Processing Execution Time

**Memory usage Comparison**

**AWS:** For executing this image processing Programme AWS needs average 113 MB of memory. The iterative memory execution is shown in Table: 6.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration No.</th>
<th>RAM usage(mb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: (AWS) RAM usage for each iteration

**GCP:** For Total processing GCP took 16610 milliseconds. For executing this image processing Programme GCP needs average 120 MB of memory. The iterative memory execution is shown in Table: 6.6.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration No.</th>
<th>RAM usage (mb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: (GCP) RAM usage for each iteration

Figure 6.4: Memory usage comparison between AWS and GCP

Figure 6.5: Average memory usage comparison between AWS and GCP
6.3 Findings

The analytical findings from the feature analysis and practical experimental section are described in following sections:

6.3.1 Findings on Feature Comparison

After the analysis of most of the features, the result shows that three of the cloud platform provides all three cloud services IaaS, PaaS, SaaS. For database storage they use their own cloud storage service. Among the three, Google security factor is the most strongest. But other provides are also providing better security service. All three providers are giving many language support but Amazon AWS is giving support for all possible programming language. In terms of virtualization AWS and GCP are the best as they are using KVM. The most user friendly implementation environment was given in GCP. Based on user interface, Azure has the top notch UI design. GCP is workable for any container based orchestration. This is why GCP is most efficient.

Google has plenty of their own networking service, for which their network service is rich among all. For database support, all three platforms are provides SQL based database system. Among them, Azure has the most variety of database but AWS is the most reliable one. GCP follows most simple pricing methodology, and low cost service. For load balancing, AWS performs best among all three. For back-end logic processing, Google Cloud Functions provide best performance. Concurrent execution is more flexible in GCP and Azure rather than AWS. AWS has the most distributed server among all three. Then there is Azure which has so many server in so many different regions.

6.3.2 Findings on practical Implementation

Recursive Function

In recursive function experiment, AWS performed better in both execution time and memory usage. GCP performance was slight lower than AWS but the overall performance was good. Execution time complexity of Fission was almost close to GCP.

We can see that in Fission, firstly it is performing worse as the Fibonacci number increased from 30 and secondly it was unable to run for Fibonacci number 40. The first case can happen as fission is running in our local host machine and host machine processor clock speed is lower then that of the AWS and GCP server processor, therefore it’s execution time is increasing. Although the execution time is quite remarkable in spite of running from local host. The second possible case is that, although we have prepared all the three platform with same configuration and run the same code, Fission was unable to execute when the number increased to 40. The possible reason for this is, Fission was unable to make memory utilization as AWS or GCP.

We could not calculate memory usage in Fission because, it does not have any profound visual dashboard like AWS or GCP. For using fission, we installed Fission CLI, a command line interface for editing the functions and deploying from command prompt, as Fission does not have any Graphical User Interface and log functions of the execution. The Fission CLI works as an API. So the features like
memory utilization and processor are not available like other cloud platforms. Only execution time is returned in the CLI.

**Image Processing**

We can see a noticeable difference between the execution time on GCP compared to the execution time of AWS in terms of the image processing. We have come up with some possible conclusions to this matter. Firstly, GCP fetches the data or in this case image from the bucket, deploy it to the Numpy library which then processes it to a Numpy array, return it to openCV then after processing openCV returns the image or data to the bucket and bucket again delivers the data. This process of fetching and delivering in GCP takes significantly a larger amount of time compared to AWS.

Secondly, GCP works in such a way that, for any program execution, the dependent libraries are given in the Requirement.txt file which executes at the time of function execution. For AWS, the libraries are added in the layers. Upon deployment of the function, AWS layers install the libraries from some accessible nearby cash which is very much time efficient. But for GCP, the libraries in requirement.txt file are directly installed from the internet which requires nearly manual library installation time which is very much greater than the AWS. Therefore the overall time complexity of GCP function is much greater than AWS.

Usually in AWS, an entire serverless function execution takes a few seconds, or we can scale it as less than 1 minute of time. On the other hand, for GCP, an entire function deployment takes about 3 minutes or more, like a range from 3 to 7 minutes. But there is an advantage of GCP, that is, it can take unlimited library function input in the requirement.txt file which may or may not be used in the serverless function execution. But in the AWS layer, the addition of layers has been limited to 5. So, in terms of complex functions, we will need to add multiple libraries in one layer which will perform slowly or may become more complex. But in GCP, unlimited dependency can be added all together. Therefore we predict form our experiment that, even though AWS performance is better for small and less complex functions, GCP might perform better than AWS.

Here fission was not used for image processing comparison. As fission is not a complete serverless platform but an open source Kubernetes native serverless framework. Unlike AWS and GCP, Fission does not have any storage system. For AWS we have S3 bucket and for GCP we have google bucket to carry our data, specially in this case, carrying the image we want to process. Therefore, taking input image for function is impossible in fission.

Necessary libraries for image processing just like numpy and openCV were not possible to import in fission. For GCP there is a file called Requirement.txt, a text file which has mentions of all necessary libraries. And for AWS we have layers to add necessary libraries for a function. But in fission, there are no such clusters for adding libraries or we can say no proper documentation on how to add such things. Again in Fission, adding versions of different environments are mismatched. As there are specific versions of the openCv library for specific versions of language. Even though the AWS and GCP works fine with it, Fission does not work accordingly. For all this above, we did not add fission to the image processing experiment.
Chapter 7

Future work and Conclusion

7.1 Conclusion

As the revolution of the paperless world is the new progression and necessity, where we collectively gather our data in a more organized manner. Hence the urge of this field of technology cannot be denied. In our work we have compared three leading customer based public services which are Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure. From our research in the practical and technological field, we have come to state the point that, Amazon AWS is enriched with more resources then the other. Developers are more into Amazon than any other. Therefore, it has a large developer community. As this was the first Cloud based platform, they have vast resources and documentation in almost all aspects. On the other hand, Google has a lot more open source service and a huge development prospect. GCP is the most cost effective platform rather than AWS and Azure. With this platform, user have the advantage of accessing all Google products. For Azure, they are providing a huge opportunity for windows user and windows user community is the largest in the globe. So, Azure is more startup friendly. We hope our research will come as a little contribution in the serverless field and also will help us learn the related fields more practically. Hopefully our research work will help others to distinguish among the public cloud platforms. Our designed serverless architecture can hopefully make a significant impact in serverless computing. We have tried to bring all related resources under one roof so that we can have a more precise look on this topic and utilize the other studies.

7.2 Future work

For our theoretical comparisons, we only selected three cloud providers. In future, we want to bring out the other cloud providers in this comparison. For our practical work, we showed two use cases of serverless function. Serverless function can be used in few more different cases like Integration of 3rd party services, internal tooling, chatbot and IoT. We want to work in all these use cases and bring those work in our comparison and experiment. Fission is very new in this platform. As a prior future work, want to install Fission in a real server and develop this to take it to the comparison with other cloud platforms. We will implement our designed prototype serverless architecture and make more development on that design, so that that we can have a working serverless like the other Public serverless platforms.
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Appendix A

Setting up Cloud Platform and Practical Implementation Procedures

Our analysis is based on the comparison of different leading cloud platforms in terms of their working principle and complexity. We tried to capture Microsoft Azure, Google cloud, Amazon AWS and fission in the same scale and record their behavior and complexity.

A.1 Microsoft Azure

For the azure account, we needed a student account of windows but our university provides us g-suite email, with that g-suite email Microsoft does not give us the free trial of azure. So we get a Microsoft student email from other university friends. Using that account we got a 100 USD for 12months. Form that credit within the time we can spend all the money in any service of Azure and we did not need any VISA or Master Card for activating the trial. Here we wanted to run two kinds of serverless functions. First of all, we wanted to familiarize ourselves with the AWS console how to use and run a serverless function. Shown in figure: A.1 and figure: A.2 respectively.

But here in Azure, there is no way to write a function with a built-in editor. We need to install Microsoft studio or Microsoft studio code to build an app then we have to upload that app with all the dependencies and others in Azure. Shown in figure: A.3.

That means we need to upload an app directly with serverless. Shown in figure: A.4.

We were able to run the function withs test and also with the HTTP trigger. Shown in figure: A.5 and figure: A.6 respectively.

But when we tried to change any of this code and upload it then the HTTP trigger did not work, we tried different ways to make it work but there was no solution to make it works for us. So this platform is not user friendly for beginners like students but is more likely for experienced full-stack developers. But the Azure console is more organized compared to the other cloud providers. Here we can also select our host operating systems from Windows or Linux. Then we move forward with other cloud providers.
Figure A.1: Microsoft Azure Portal (Dashboard)

Figure A.2: Azure Serverless Function creation
Figure A.3: Deploying Serverless Function app using Microsoft code studio

Figure A.4: Detailed Function testing in Azure

Hello, Hello Thesis Defense. This HTTP triggered function executed successfully.

Figure A.5: Function app public HTTP trigger in Azure
A.2 Amazon AWS:

In AWS they provide free 12 months of tier account. For the free tier account, we need to give them a VISA or Master Card number so that if we exceed the limit of the specific service then we will charge us from that card. In that free services, the serverless function which is called Lambda function in AWS was included with a four million execution number and four million seconds. After that, we familiar with the AWS console. We noticed that here in AWS there are more features comparative to others but we only needed the Lambda, EC2 instance (Linux), and S3 bucket for our work.

In 2021 we can create functions from the four following options.

- Author from scratch: Here we get a simple hello world code to run.
- Use a blueprint: Here we can build functions with simple code and configurations preset for common use cases like Microservice HTTP endpoint, Dynamodb process stream, slack eco command python etc.
- Container image: This feature is very useful for the developers using this we can deploy a container image directly into Lambda so we don’t need to worry about dependencies or library import problem and version mismatched problem.
- Browse serverless app repository: In AWS Lambda Application Repository there are 684 apps we can choose any of the Lambda applications from there.

First of all, we tried to write a Lambda function using java but in AWS there is no way to write code directly in their editor or console for JAVA. Shown in figure: A.7 and figure: A.8.

So for writing any Lambda function in java we need to use JAVA IDE. We need to make a Maven project so that the Lambda function dependencies and plugins can be installed in the zip or JDK file. Shown in figure: A.9.
Figure A.7: Amazon AWS Management Console

Figure A.8: Lambda function for Java runtime and editor
Figure A.9: Java Maven project for Lambda function in IDE
Here in the Maven project is a `pom.xml` file where we need to add dependencies and plugins from AWS websites then the IDE will download the dependencies and plugins from the internet. Shown in figure: A.10.

![Figure A.10: pom.xml file for Lambda dependencies and plugings](image)

After downloading the plugins and dependencies we could import the necessary library for the Lambda function. At first, we were getting many errors importing the libraries but after downloading the error gone. After writing a simple code in the main Java file we run the project as a Maven project. After running it makes a zip file name of the project. Then upload it in AWS but after 1st test run, we got errors. To solve the error we need to change of codes in our IDE and build the project again and upload it to the AWS and there is also a limitation of the zip file size of 10MB. For that, we tried to build a new project and changed our codes and tried several times but did not work. So we moved forward for python. The good thing about python in Lambda is we can edit our code in the AWS console’s editor. Shown in figure: A.11.

We can select python 2.7, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 for the python runtime. After creating a function from scratch we first able to run our hello world code as a Lambda function. Then we tried to implement a simple calculator there and able to run it our calculator can only do the basic operations. After analyzing the code we understand that for any serverless function it first looks for the handler method to run `def lambda_handler(event, context):` and it takes event and context as parameters. So to confirm we changed the handler function and also removed that but after doing that the function did not work at all. And the handler function returns a not other than string only. If we tried to return other data types it will give an error. We wanted to test two types of serverless functions here which is simple recursive function and data processing. For the recursive function, we chose to calculate a Fibonacci number recursively. Our logic for choosing this function is to push the limit or test the AWS hosting servers capability to efficiently handle the function. And in website or app backend API there are many recursive functions is used and we know recursive functions are CPU and ram intensive.
import json

def lambda_handler(event, context):
    # TODO
    nth_fibo = Fibonacci(40)
    return {
        'statusCode': 200,
        'body': json.dumps('Hello from Lambda!')
    }

def Fibonacci(pos):
    if pos <= 1:
        return 0
    if pos == 2:
        return 1
    n_1 = Fibonacci(pos-1)
    n_2 = Fibonacci(pos-2)
    n = n_1 + n_2
    return n

We use this code for calculating the Fibonacci numbers and took the value of finding the time to calculate the various Fibonacci number to compare with another cloud platform. Shown in figure: A.12 and figure: A.13.

After doing this we moved for data processing using the Lambda function. Shown in figure: A.14.

For this, we get into many problems with the external library importation in the lambda function. Like our python code editor, we cannot import any kind of library in Lambda. For image processing, we must need NumPy and OpenCV library to do that. For the libraries, Lambda provided Layer options. Layer gives us the ability to make a library for use in lambda functions. We can add a maximum of 250MB of total layer size and a maximum of five layers in a single function. But the same layer can be used in an unlimited number of functions. For making a layer AWS provide
Figure A.12: Lambda function logs with details

Figure A.13: Graphical view of Lambda function execution
the directory for making a layer. For layer, we have to use a specific directory and name for the layer and zip it and upload it in the layer. In AWS documentation they give us this directory `python/lib/python3.8/site-packages(site directories)`. Then we tried this in our Linux machine Ubuntu 20.04. Shown in figure: A.15.

Before all else, we installed “pip3” for downloading the libraries of Python3++. Shown in figure: A.16.

After that, we needed AWS CLI to directly upload or deploy anything in our computer to AWS. Now, we need the directory where the libraries will be downloaded. Shown in figure: A.17.

After downloading we zipped the folder and tried to upload the zip file in a layer but in the layer, we can upload a maximum of 50MB size of the library. Shown in figure: A.18.

But our zipped folder size was more than 60MB, so we uploaded this in an S3 Bucket and then made the layer with that bucket object file. Shown in figure: A.19 and figure: A.20.

Then we created a function and add that layer made by us and import cv2 but we got the error that says “no modules named cv2”. Shown in figure: A.21.

We thought this might be a version mismatch with the Linux version so we created an EC2 instance using 15GB of disk space and 2GB of ram which was included in the free tier of AWS. Shown in figure: A.22.

They price Ubuntu 20.04 LTS server to access that instance we have to take that instance terminal using any of our computers we cloud to do that with Linux terminal, MacOS terminal and windows command prompt also. For accessing that instance AWS provide a public IP of that instance and while creating the instance they provide a key which extension in “.pem”. The key is to login into the instance without providing the AWS email and password. After accessing the instance we did the same thing as our ubuntu 20.04. Shown in figure: A.23.

After making the zip we can upload that from our instance to the S3 bucket for that we have to give permissions for both S3 and EC2 instance to do it otherwise

Figure A.14: Workflow diagram of Image Processing in Lambda function
Figure A.15: Layer directory for openCV
Figure A.16: Installation of pip3

Figure A.17: Installing openCV in directory
Figure A.18: Lambda layer size limitation
Figure A.19: Lambda layer from S3 bucket object

Figure A.20: Adding customized layer in the Lambda function
Figure A.21: Failed to import library from customized layer in Lambda

Figure A.22: Ubuntu20.04 server EC2 instance details
Figure A.23: Taking over control of EC2 instance with IP .pem key in host machine terminal
AWS will block any kind of read or write permissions. That’s why there is “I AM ROLE” with the help of that we can give permissions to read or write. Shown in figure: A.24 and figure: A.25.

![Create role](image)

Choose a use case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Use case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC2</td>
<td>Allows EC2 instances to call AWS services on your behalf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda functions</td>
<td>Allows Lambda functions to call AWS services on your behalf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Create role](image)

Figure A.24: Setting role in S3 bucket for permission

When the permission-giving is finished then we can upload that zip file directly to the S3 bucket using this upload command. Shown in figure: A.26.

Then we made a layer from that file but that didn’t work at all and we tried for all the python versions. Finally, we moved to the containerized process. As we know that for the problem of version mismatch docker container has been invented. So one of the DevOps engineers from social media helps us to solve this layering problem.

In the first place, we checked our docker version to confirm that we have Docker installed in our ubuntu Host machine. As we worked with Docker in pre-thesis 2 docker was installed. Then we made a directory /tmp/mylayer and in that directory, we made a requirement.txt file where we wrote OpenCV version 4.4.0.42 and wrote a bash command to download/pull the docker image labci/lambda:build-python3.8 from docker repository. Shown in figure: A.27.

After pulling those image we run some bash commands mentioned in the screenshot. Shown in figure: A.28.

After completing all those things finally we got a zip folder named my layer than from that we made that layer and it worked.

Next, we started working on the image processing part. We wanted to make a simple image processing which is a colour image to greyscale image conversion. For this, we imported cv2 from our layer and NumPy from an already existing layer of AWS we also needed boto3 which is a library from AWS to accessing the s3 bucket. Here we imported an image from our bucket for importing that bucket we had to make an I
Figure A.25: Role creation for EC2 instance

Figure A.26: Uploading layer package from EC2 instance to S3 bucket

Figure A.27: Downloading library image for Python3.8 from Docker repository
am role to accessing the s3 bucket. We had to set the role in our Lambda function for accessing the s3 bucket. Shown in figure: A.29. We have to make roles for the s3 bucket also. We can add policies in the role. Shown in figure: A.30. After adding the policies in the role and adding the role in the functions we can proceed with the code. Shown in figure: A.31. Using boto3 we get an object from our bucket that we created and the image name was “color” with jpg extension then we read the file object and put it into a NumPy array and decoded that array in OpenCV image. Then we converted the image to grayscale using OpenCV. After conversion, we saved that image in python temporary writable directory(/tmp/). From that writable directory, we put that image into the s3 bucket using boto3. Then we execute the function initially it failed to execute because our function had a time limit of 3 seconds which mean our function will automatically stop after 3 seconds. So all work in the code must be done within 3 seconds. On the first try, the is a init duration it takes for initializing the code for our case it takes 1129.41ms. Shown in figure: A.32. After 1st try our function executes successfully and takes a total of 2751.43ms in the 2nd run it does not require the initialization time. So it was under 3 second. Now we can check our s3 bucket for the gray scaled image and we found that. Shown in figure: A.33 and figure: A.34. Then we downloaded the image to see that. Shown in figure: A.35 and figure: A.36. We execute the same function 5 times and took the values for the total execution time. Moreover, we can connect API gateway or any trigger to Lambda functions. Shown in figure: A.37.
Figure A.29: Setting S3 permission role in Lambda function

Figure A.30: Setting Lambda function execution policies in S3 bucket role
Figure A.31: Source code of image processing in the Lambda function

```python
    s3 = s3client('s3')

    file_obj = s3.get_object(Bucket='image-input-p', Key='color.jpg')
    # reading the file content in bytes
    file_content = file_obj['Body'].read()

    img_array, np.fromstring(file_content, np.uint8)

    im = Image.open(file_obj['Body'].read())
    # saving image to tmp (suitable) directory
    c2r(im)

    s3.put_object(Bucket='image-input-p', Key='grayscale.jpg', Body=open('tmp/grayscale.jpg', 'rb').read())
```

Figure A.32: Time limit error for initialize duration
Figure A.33: Success log for image processing function execution

Figure A.34: Gray-Scale images processed by the Lambda function
Figure A.35: Input Color Image

Figure A.36: Output Gray-scale Image
Figure A.37: Various type of trigger options in Lambda function
A.3 Fission:

For working in fission we need to have detailed knowledge of virtualization, docker container, Kubernetes and other tools like kubectl and helm. This part is most important in our thesis work because we had to know about Kubernetes in details. In the first place, we installed Kubernetes and we knew that Kubernetes is mainly working with Docker container what Kubernetes does is Kubernetes manages the docker container automatically. To make it work in our host Linux machine we needed a command-line tool which is called Kubectl tor Kubernetes to work with. For Kubectl we add the repository from where we can download the tool with the curl command. Then we install it from that repository with root access. Shown in figure: A.38.

![Figure A.38: Adding Kubectl repository and Installation](image)

After installing Kubectl will make a cluster and we can see the cluster information with a simple command mention in the screenshot. Shown in figure: A.39.

For running the Kubernetes in our local host we used Minikube. And we also add the repository for Minikube in our Ubuntu app repository and installed it from there. Shown in figure: A.40.

We started our Minikube using the `minikube start` command. Then we can see the version of Minikube version and which driver it is using in which profile. Also it started contol palne node of minikube in chuser minkube. Then it updated the running kernel virtual machine 2 and its virtual machine which named “minikube”. Then it prepares Kubertes/latest stable version ) base on Docker (latest stable version). After those it verified Kubernetes components it enabled two addons storage-provisioner, default-storageclass. Shown in figure: A.41.

After that, we need to interact with Minikube with our cluster using two Kubectl command `kubectl get po -A` and `minikube kubectl - - get po –A`. By default, the cluster created with 2GB ram and 2cores of CPU. Shown in figure: A.42.

Now finishing interaction with the cluster finally it open into our browser. Shown in figure: A.43.

Here we can see the Kubernetes user interface. We can also start Minikube with specific Kubernetes versions. Shown in figure: A.44.

Now it’s time to install fission because we had done the prerequisites. To begin with we need to check our Kubectls version. And our Kubectl seems fine with the unique gitCommit ID, compiler name, server version and clean GitTreeState which means we proceed next steps. Shown in figure: A.45.
Figure A.39: Verifying Kubectl cluster information

```bash
minaymah@minaymah-XPS-13-934:~ $ kubectl cluster-info dump
{
   "kind": "NodeList",
   "apiVersion": "v1",
   "metadata": {
      "resourceVersion": "8462"
   },
   "items": [
      {
         "metadata": {
            "name": "minikube",
            "uid": "6a5212a6-183b-40fa-8637-8abd63a46bea",
            "resourceVersion": "8274",
            "creationTimestamp": "2021-04-27T16:58:36Z",
            "labels": {
               "beta.kubernetes.io/arch": "amd64",
               "beta.kubernetes.io/os": "linux",
               "kubernetes.io/arch": "amd64",
               "kubernetes.io/hostname": "minikube",
               "kubernetes.io/os": "linux",
               "minikube.k8s.io/commit": "15cede53bd5fe24227853e737333b09d4336b5",
               "minikube.k8s.io/name": "minikube",
               "minikube.k8s.io/version": "v1.19.0",
               "node-role.kubernetes.io/control-plane": "",
               "node-role.kubernetes.io/master": ""
            },
            "annotations": {
               "kubelet.alpha.kubernetes.io/cri-socket": "/var/run/dockershim.sock",
               "node.alpha.kubernetes.io/ttl": "0",
               "volumes.kubernetes.io/controller-managed-attach-detach": "true"
            }
         }
      }
   ]
}
```

Figure A.40: Adding Minikube repository and Installation

```bash
minaymah@minaymah-XPS-13-934:~ $ curl -L0 https://storage.googleapis.com/minikube/releases/latest/minikube-linux-amd64
% Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current
100  60.2M  100  60.2M    0      0   469K     0  0:02:11  0:02:11    ---:---  577K

(sudo) password for minaymah

minaymah@minaymah-XPS-13-934:~ $ sudo apt-get install minikube-linux-amd64 /usr/local/bin/minikube
Reading database ... 233456 files and directories currently installed.
Preparing to unpack minikube_latest_amd64.deb ...
Unpacking minikube (1.19.0-0) over (1.19.0-0) ...
Setting up minikube (1.19.0-0) ...
minaymah@minaymah-XPS-13-934:~ $ curl -L0 https://storage.googleapis.com/minikube/releases/latest/minikube_latest_amd64.deb
% Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current
100  20.7M  100  20.7M    0      0   577K     0  0:00:36  0:00:36    ---:---  599K

(sudo) password for minaymah

minaymah@minaymah-XPS-13-934:~ $ sudo dpkg -i minikube_latest_amd64.deb
(minikube)
```
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Figure A.41: Downloading dependent components for starting Minikube

Figure A.42: Interacting with the cluster
Figure A.43: Kubernetes (or Minikube) local host dashboard

```
minikube start -p aged --kubernetes-version=v1.16.1

[aged] minikube v1.19.0 on Ubuntu 20.04
担任 control plane node aged in cluster aged

Creating kvm2 VM (CPUs=2, Memory=2200MB, Disk=29000MB) ...

- kubelet.shal: 41 B / 41 B [------------------------] 100.00% ± p/s 8s
- kubelet.shal: 41 B / 41 B [------------------------] 100.00% ± p/s 1ms
- kubead.shal: 41 B / 41 B [------------------------] 100.00% ± p/s 1ms
- kubeaddm.shal: 42.20 MiB / 42.20 MiB [---------] 100.00% 169.78 KiB p/s 4m14.722s
- kubeaddm.shal: 44.52 MiB / 44.52 MiB [---------] 100.00% 176.80 KiB p/s 4m16.046s
- kublet: 117.43 MiB / 117.43 MiB [--------] 100.00% 301.63 KiB p/s 6m38.85s

* Generating certificates and keys...
* Booting control plane...
* Configuring RBAC rules...
* Verifying Kubernetes components...
* Using image gcr.io/k8s-minikube/storage-provisioner:v5

Enabled addons: storage-provisioner, default-storageclass
```

Figure A.44: Starting specific Kubernetes version

```
/usr/local/bin/kubectl is version 1.21.0, which may have incompatibilities with Kubernetes 1.16.1.
Want kubectl v1.16.1? Try 'minikube kubectl -- get pods -A'
Done! kubectl is now configured to use "aged" cluster and "default" namespace by default
```

Figure A.45: Checking and verifying the Kubectl version
In Minikube it does not support LoadBlanerc that’s why instead of LoadBalancer we will be using NodePort. We checked the NodePort with this `kubectl get svc` command. Here we can see the cluster IP and port with others. Shown in figure: A.46.

![Figure A.46: Checking the cluster and NodePort IP](image)

Now we need to export the Fission namespace then create that same namespace with Kubectl. For the next step, we need Helm which is a Kubernetes package manager. To install Helm like Kubectl we need to add the repository to our apt package with the curl command and add the key there. Next, we download the list of helm from there we will install like a normal software in Ubuntu with `sudo apt-get install` command. Shown in figure: A.47.

![Figure A.47: Adding repository and installation of Helm](image)

After installing we had to start our Minikube engine otherwise, it will give a connection refused error. So after starting Minikube, we created namespaces with Kibectl shown in figure: A.48 and with help of Helm we installed helm from the GitHub repository. But in our screen shoot, there is already an existing error that arrived because we did that before with our taking screenshots.

To continue we need to install Fission-CLI to make fission work with the command in the terminal. Shown in figure: A.49.

We are successfully done installing fission and make it useable in our Linux machine. To run any code first of all we need to make an environment for these languages NodeJS, Python, Ruby, Go, PHP, Bash, and any Linux executable with the function name and the function name must be all small or lowercase letter. Shown in figure: A.50 and figure: A.51.

As an example we made a python environment named “hellot” and the .py file name was helloT. After making the environment with the code. Finally, we could test the function with fission function test –name hellot. To update the code we can make changes in the .py file and update that code in the Fission function. Shown in figure: A.52.
In fission, we cannot run our conventional python codes. It always looks for the main method of the code with the return type of string and it prints the return value. Our python was:

```python
def main():
    return "Hello, Thesis Defense"
```

After successfully running the sample code we move forward to test our Fission framework with the same recursive function which was finding the nth Fibonacci number.

Here in our code we measure the time with time library to find the execution time of the function and measured those value for our comparison. We test one function 5 times to make an accurate result shown in figure: A.53.

We get the value for finding the 30th, 35th and 38th Fibonacci number but we get an error to find the 40th Fibonacci number shown in figure: A.54.

Maybe Fission cannot utilize the memory properly.
**Figure A.50:** Error for function name structure miss match

**Figure A.51:** Successfully running a serverless Python function in Fission
Figure A.52: Recursive function and Execution time measurement function code for Fission

```python
import time

def Fibonacci( pos):
    if pos <= 1:
        return 0
    if pos == 2:
        return 1
    n_1 = Fibonacci( pos-1 )
    n_2 = Fibonacci( pos-2 )
    n = n_1 + n_2
    return n

def main():
    t = time.process_time()
    nth_fibo = Fibonacci( 40 )
    elapsed_time = time.process_time() - t
    converted_num = str(elapsed_time)
    return converted_num
```

Figure A.53: Execution time value for multiple time execution of the recursive function
A.4 GCP:

We got 300USD credit for 3-month for the Google Cloud Platform. For that, we had to give them a VISA card number for further billing and they mentioned they will not auto-charge after the trial period is finished. For authentication, they verify the card with a deduction of 1USD. After going through the GPC console we realized that there is less feature than the AWS and Azure. But there are specific engines for machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence work. Shown in figure: A.55.

But for our work only needed the Serverless Functions feature which is called Cloud Functions in GCP. Here in the GCP function, only a few languages are supported compared to the other two provers but the good thing is we can use an inline code editor for all these programming languages and also from the zipped file. Shown in figure: A.56.
For the comparison of a recursive function, we write a code for finding the Fibonacci number and measured the time of finding nth Fibonacci number same as we did in AWS Lambda. Shown in figure: A.57.

Here in Cloud Functions, it looks for the entry point method for running the code which is the main method here and that method return a string. After writing the code here we test the function and collect the result for finding the 30th, 35th, 38th and 40th Fibonacci number. Shown in figure: A.58.

In the metric tab, we can find the graph for various thing like memory utilization, execution time etc. Shown in figure: A.59.

Now it’s time to run the image processing part. For doing that we needed a bucket from where the function can read the colourful image. Shown in figure: A.60.

First of all, we made a bucket in GCP storage and upload the colourful image. Shown in figure: A.61.

Then we need to set the roles or permissions to access the Cloud Functions. But after going in the permissions tab we can see the roles are already set maybe it good for a developer to save their time but it can be a security risk because from other functions the data for the bucket can be accessed. Shown in figure: A.62.

To continue, we created a function for image processing. To do that we needed NumPy, OpenCV, wand(for image reading), google-cloud-storage( for accessing the file from the bucket) and google-cloud-version libraries. On our first try, we were getting error for version mismatching of OpenCV and NumPy. Shown in figure: A.63.

In GCP there is no hassle of Layer we can write the library name with the specific version in the requirement.txt file. While deploying the function GCP automatically downloads the libraries so this is a very helpful feature in GPC comparing with AWS. Shown in figure: A.64.

Without any dependency or library mismatch error, we could deploy our function successfully after several tries. Then we wrote our code in the inline editor. Forsake
Figure A.57: Deploying the recursive function in Google Cloud Functions

```python
# main.py

import json

def fibonacci(pos):
    if pos == 1:
        return 0
    if pos == 2:
        return 1
    n_1 = fibonacci(pos - 1)
    n_2 = fibonacci(pos - 2)
    n = n_1 + n_2
    return n

def hello_world(request):
    n = fibonacci(30)
    converted_num = str(n)
    request_json = request.get_json()
    if request.args and 'message' in request.args:
        return request.args.get('message')
    elif request_json and 'message' in request_json:
        return request_json['message']
    else:
        return f'30th Fibonacci number is: {converted_num}'
```

Figure A.58: Log for running the recursive function in Google Cloud Functions
Figure A.59: Function details with graphical overview

Figure A.60: Workflow of Image Processing in Google Cloud Functions

Figure A.61: Bucket details with our input color image
Figure A.62: Default bucket roles

Figure A.63: Deployment error for miss matched library function for Python
First of all, we imported everything that we need. Then declare the storage and get the storage client and image annotator. Then put the image in a NumPy array and processed the image in gray scale and upload it to the bucket. Shown in figure: A.66.

After going into the bucket we can find our grayscale.jpg image file. GPC takes more than 2 minutes to deploy a function with dependencies so we deleted the image ran it over again sometimes and collect the execution time. Shown in figure: A.67.
import cv2
import numpy as np
import os
import tempfile
from google.cloud import storage, vision
from wand.image import Image

def hello_world(request):
    storage_client = storage.Client()
    vision_client = vision.ImageAnnotatorClient()
    file_name = "color.jpg"
    bucket_name = "input-image-storage"
    blob = storage_client.bucket(bucket_name).get_blob(file_name)
    blob_url = f"gs://{bucket_name}/{file_name}"
    blob_source = vision.Image(source=vision.ImageSource(image_uri=blob_url))
    np_array = np.fromstring(blob_source, np.uint8)
    image_np = cv2.imdecode(np_array, cv2.IMREAD_COLOR)
    gray = cv2.cvtColor(image_np, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
    # saving image to tmp (writable) directory
    cv2.imwrite("/tmp/gray_obj.jpg", gray)
    # uploading the image to bucket
    output_bucket_name = os.getenv("BLURRED_BUCKET_NAME")
    output_blob = storage_client.bucket(output_bucket_name).blob("gray_obj.jpg")
    output_blob.upload_from_filename("gray_obj.jpg")

    request_json = request.get_json()
    if request.args and 'message' in request.args:
        return request.args.get('message')
    elif request_json and 'message' in request_json:
        return request_json['message']
    else:
        return 'Please find the image in your bucket'

Figure A.65: Image processing function code for Google Cloud Functions

![Image Processing Function Code](image)

Figure A.66: Finding processed gray-scale image in the bucket

![Processed Gray-Scale Image in Bucket](image)
Figure A.67: Successfully running the image processing function in Google Cloud Functions